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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT & CEO

JIM KAITZ, PRESIDENT & CEO

CHALLENGE ACCEPTED
Dear AFP Members,
Are your skills on par with your ambition?
I have been asking this question lately to treasury and finance professionals that I meet in my travels
across the globe. Whether they are in Hong Kong and Singapore, where AFP recently opened its first
office, or in Chicago, site of AFP 2018, their answers are similar. They are ambitious and always looking
to improve their skillset.
To be sure, treasury and finance professionals around the world have their sights set high. They
understand that senior management values their input more than ever. They see the value they can
bring to their organizations.
At the same time, the entire treasury and finance function is undergoing widespread disruption.
New technology is automating processes. New regulations mean more regulatory hurdles. And
competition is fiercer than ever.
So while professionals are committed to improving their skills for the good of their career and their
organization, they know that the bar has been raised significantly.
I’m happy to note that AFP 2018 can help you match your skills to your ambition. Here in Chicago,
AFP 2018 offers more than 100 educational sessions, 6,500+ attendees to network with, and over
240 exhibitors with cutting-edge products and services to discover. You can choose from 30-minute
presentations at the Innovation Series, attend Campfire Sessions to discuss topics in a roundtable
format, and listen to visionary keynote speakers.
But even if you are not in Chicago, AFP has the certification and on-demand training to help
you improve throughout the year. You can visit www.AFPonline.org to learn more.
So whether you are in Chicago, Asia or your company headquarters in the United States keep setting
the bar high. AFP will help you leap over it.
Sincerely,

Jim Kaitz
President and CEO
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We made 3 trips around the sun since
IBM’s last AFP Conference exhibit…

To discover what we have been working on for you, on
November 5th, stop by Booth 358 at AFP 2018 Chicago.
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CURRENT EVENTS

In-House via

Blockchain
Blockchain finds a practical
treasury purpose—
intercompany transactions
JOHN HINTZE

T

reasury executives are tasked today with monitoring
a range of emerging technologies that vendors
promise will make their jobs more eﬃcient and less
resource-intensive, so that they can focus on strategic
issues and otherwise add value to their organizations. So
far, however, blockchain solutions that apply directly to
corporate treasury have been few and far between.
Perhaps that is because blockchain by itself has been
insuﬃcient at addressing treasury’s needs. But that may
be changing.
Blockchain and treasury
In a recent webinar, Treasury Alliance Group teamed
up with fintech firm Adjoint to display how the latter
has combined blockchain technology with related smart
contracts and application programming interfaces (APIs)
to create a solution that aims to dramatically speed up and
reduce the costs of settling intercompany transactions.
Although Adjoint declined to name companies it has
been testing its Adjoint Smart Treasury solution with over
the last year, it did relay some client input. According to
a treasurer at what Adjoint described as a Fortune 500
company, the solution has helped their organization greatly
reduce major pain points in typical processes, such as
cross-border payments and labor-intensive billing.
continued on page 12
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CURRENT EVENTS continued
The CFO of another large multinational estimates
“annual savings of $10 million from transaction costs
and labor costs from just a simple implementation
across a few subsidiaries.”
The solution allows corporate treasury departments
to operate their own private permissioned distributed
ledger, a security feature that enables them to choose
which internal corporate entities and third parties can
access the network. Smart contracts then automate
regulatory and corporate compliance requirements
for transactions such as intercompany loans, FX and
netting, which lowers the cost of booking transactions
between subsidiaries. And the movement of critical
information from banks and data providers, as well as
between corporate entities, is enabled by APIs.
“It performs much of the key functionality of in-house
banking using blockchain, and does it at a very low cost,”
said Daniel Blumen, partner at Treasury Alliance Group.

Simplifying intercompany transactions
Companies have pursued lengthy implementations
of enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems and
treasury management systems (TMS) that enable
them to do intercompany transactions. Those systems,
however, tend to batch transactions and settle
them overnight, and transactions such as FX and
intercompany loans often require using third-party
banks and their related fees and other costs.
With Adjoint’s Smart Treasury solution, “This takes
place much faster, at a much lower cost, and it will
actually accept feeds from the banks using APIs, which
then feed the ERP—again, using API—and it carries all
of the information necessary through smart contracts,”
Blumen said.
Somil Goyal, chief operating officer at Adjoint,
explained that companies can essentially consolidate
costly, physical bank accounts into a selected number
of blockchain virtual accounts. Money can then be
debited or credited among those accounts as needed,
using smart contracts and APIs to make the make
the necessary FX translations, apply interest on
intercompany loans, and similar calculations.
For example, Goyal said that one corporate
subsidiary, A1, may have to make a payment of €50,
but holds €20 in its virtual account, even though the
account has plenty of U.S. dollars. It could go to its
bank to do an FX trade, settle it in a master account
held at the bank, and pay a fee to do so. Or, using
smart contracts on the distributed ledger and sourcing
an exchange rate of 1.1 from a trusted market source
such as Thomson Reuters or a bank, it could do a swap
12 I AFP Exchange Winter 2018

with another subsidiary, A2, whose virtual account also
holds sufficient euros, saving the margin it would have
used for an external execution.
“What you see happening here is that the balance
A1 has in dollars goes down, because it paid $33, and
A2’s balances goes up, because it received $33, and
the reverse happens in euros,” Goyal said. “Interestingly,
the external balances have not changed, because this
is information management, or bookkeeping, within the
virtual accounts of the distributed ledger, rather than
the master accounts that have been maintained on
behalf of the group externally.”

Key benefits
Goyal said that a blockchain-based system such as
Adjoint Smart Treasury provides three main benefits. One
is visibility, enabling treasury to see balances across the
company at all points in time, compared to the traditional
batch-based statements that simply can’t provide up-tothe minute information.
Efficiency is also a major plus, and that takes two
forms. One, companies can significantly reduce fees
and costs to third parties, such as transaction costs and
margin. And second is increased efficiency internally.
“We’re looking at upwards of a 30 percent
improvement in efficiency in the treasury back-office
processes,” Goyal said. “It’s not just cost savings, but
also increased capacity for better risk management.”
The third set of benefits is transformational,
expanding the types of transactions that can be
done, Goyal said, adding, “Can I do different forms
of intercompany funding, e.g., a mix of loans, equity
and hybrid instruments? Can I use liquidity better for
functions like supply-chain finance, refinancing, or more
dynamic discounting?”
At the end of the webinar, a participant asked
whether a Smart Treasury-type solution is worth
considering if the company has fully implemented ERP
and TMS software that work well and treasury staff
find easy and beneficial to use—an ideal likely to elicit
skepticism from most treasury executives.
Goyal noted that a well-integrated solution may
provide corporate treasury with good visibility, and a
functioning in-house bank may already provide some
efficiency. In the case of Smart Treasury, however,
its APIs actually integrate smart contracts into a
company’s ERP, TMS and other systems, improving the
way they interact.
“We see our solution as complimentary,” Goyal said.
“We don’t see it as competing with well-functioning ERP
and TMS systems, but helping them function better.”

Small Stature,
Big Impact
Despite evidence linking gender diversity to
long-term value, women are still dramatically
under-represented in corporate leadership.1
Since placing Fearless Girl in New York’s financial
district, we ignited a global conversation around the
power of women in leadership and we are proud of
the impact.

1 MCSI study, 2015; Study shows companies with strong female leadership
generated a return on equity of 10.1 percent per year versus 7.4 percent for
those without a critical mass of women at the top. McKinsey Global Institute
2 As of June 30, 2018
3 State Street Global Advisors Asset Stewardship Team
2018 State Street Corporation. All Rights Reserved. ID12342-2197518.1.2.GBL.RTL
0618 Exp. Date: 08/31/2019
Photo credit: Federica Valabrega. Sculpture by Kristen Visbal

As the world’s third largest asset manager, with
$350 billion2 in money market funds and short-term
fixed income strategies, we are using our voice,
our vote, and our values to make a measurable
difference around the globe.3
ssga.com/fearlessgirl
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The Long Road

AHEAD
L
Why the
LIBOR
transition is
a marathon,
not a sprint
ANDREW DEICHLER

KEY TAKEAWAYS
• Many banks and corporates
do not appear to be on the
same page as regulators
when it comes to LIBOR.
• With contracts that go beyond
2021 potentially transitioning
to new rates, treasury
professionals may want to
stay as ﬂexible as possible
in their fallback language.
• Because there is no central
regulatory authority in control of
LIBOR, corporate practitioners
aren’t entirely sure who they
should appeal to if they want
to have their voices heard.
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ast month, the UK Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) and other regulators
urged banks to speed up their transition
away from the London Interbank Offered Rate
(LIBOR). That’s easier said than done, especially
considering that many banks and corporates do
not appear to be on the same page as regulators
when it comes to LIBOR. And even if LIBOR goes
away entirely, there are still questions of exactly
which alternative reference rate (ARR) will be the
one to truly replace it.

Surveying the damage
What kicked off this push by regulators was the
2012 revelation that multiple financial institutions
had manipulated the LIBOR rate for their own gain.
“They manipulated it up or down based on what
they wanted banks to think about them,” said Eric
Juzenas, a director in Chatham Financial’s Global
Regulatory Solutions. “They could have really
undercut or really overstated their rate.”
But while this certainly looked bad for those
banks and resulted in a number of investigations,
fines and jail terms, measuring the actual damage
this has done as a whole has proven much more
difficult—and that may be why there is a question
of whether moving to a new benchmark rate is truly
necessary. As Juzenas noted, proving the longterm economic damages from LIBOR manipulation
is close to impossible. “Even if I come up with a
model, how do I convince a judge and jury that that
model correctly captures what LIBOR would have
been, absent manipulation?” he said.
continued on page 16
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CURRENT EVENTS continued
And while some corporate endusers have relayed to Juzenas that
LIBOR manipulation has taken a
toll on them, many more have little
visibility into what the impact of
manipulation was. “Over the years,
I’ve had one or two say to us,
‘We’ve paid x amount more than we
should have paid on these bonds,”
he said. “But the rest of the world
doesn’t really know.”

‘Zombie’ LIBOR and the cost
of funding
Rather than focusing on manipulation, perhaps the better argument
for doing away with LIBOR is that
it may not accurately represent the
cost of funding. “Our traders seem to
think that long ago, LIBOR stopped
representing the cost of funding for
lenders,” Juzenas said.
As noted by Risk.net and Lexology,
there is an increasing concern that
a ‘zombie LIBOR’ scenario could
eventually exist, in which a small
group of banks may continue to
provide submissions for LIBOR past
2021, but LIBOR’s effectiveness
as a benchmark for lending costs
is questioned. However, Juzenas
believes that such a scenario may
already exist. “If LIBOR no longer
represents the cost of funding, isn’t
it already a zombie? Isn’t it then just
a question of whether or not we
believe zombies exist?” he asked.
However, using a new rate to
determine the actual cost of funding
will likely prove difficult as well.
“That’s one of the biggest questions,”
Juzenas said. “If the transition occurs
over time, or the term structure isn’t
really developed, then there is this
question of what the cost of funding
is and how you add that spread to
a risk-free rate. I don’t think that
anybody really knows the answer to
that. And we have some preliminary
concerns. If the dealers say, ‘We’re
going to transition, and the spread is

this much higher because our cost
of funding has changed’, how do
you evaluate that?”

Questions for treasurers
For treasurers, all this uncertainty
around LIBOR complicates many
of the contracts they have in place,
especially considering that there
is already a lack of transparency
around how funding rates are
calculated. Now, with contracts
that go beyond 2021 potentially
transitioning to new rates, treasury
professionals may want to stay as
flexible as possible in their fallback
language. “What some of our
members have done is renegotiate
some of their credit lines and their
five-year deals,” said Tom Hunt,
CTP, director of treasury service for
AFP. “They just have a placeholder
saying that they’ll bilaterally agree
to whatever that replacement rate
is going to be; they’ll both agree to
that at the time.”
Juzenas advises treasury
professionals to maintain that
flexibility. “We get really nervous
when we see people talking about
specificity in fallback language in
light of the uncertainties that exist,”
he said. “I can see the regulators
wanting banks to have some
certainty about their exposure. But
on the other hand, an end-user
with a substantial portfolio could
take a real bath. Treasurers need to
take steps to address this, including
creating or maintaining flexibility in
loan and derivatives documentation
to accommodate uncertainty as
to what the alternative rates and
spread adjustments will look like.”
However, until corporate endusers know which ARR will take
over from LIBOR, there is only so
much they can do. And though
the Secured Overnight Funding
Rate (SOFR) in the United States
and the UK’s Sterling Overnight

Index Average (SONIA) may be
emerging as frontrunners, many
things can happen before 2022.
“How much authority does the U.S.
have to say that SOFR is going to
be the preferred rate, when other
jurisdictions have their own rates
with different methodologies? It
depends on who has the most
political capital to say, ‘This is going
to be the one,’” Hunt said.

Feedback on fallbacks
Speaking of fallback language,
the Alternative Reference Rate
Committee (ARRC) and the
International Swaps and Derivatives
Association (ISDA) recently requested feedback from corporate endusers on how the transition away
from LIBOR could impact them. The
requests center on fallbacks.
ARRC
The ARRC asked for comment on
consultations on U.S. dollar LIBOR
fallback contract language for
floating rate notes and syndicated
business loans. The consultations
outline draft language for new
contracts that reference LIBOR
to minimize disruptions should
LIBOR no longer be usable.
The ARRC aims to gather
feedback not only on its proposed
approach, but also the key
issues involved. Any feedback
it receives will be taken into
account before it publishes its
final recommendations for market
participants’ use.
The ARRC has also published a
list of frequently asked questions
on the LIBOR transition. The FAQ
is ideal for treasury professionals
seeking more information on the
transition, the ARRC itself, and
details on the ARRC’s “Paced
Transition Plan” that urges U.S.
businesses to voluntarily switch to
SOFR over the next several years.
continued on page 18
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CURRENT EVENTS continued
ISDA
ISDA also sought public feedback
on its consultation on certain
aspects of fallbacks. It is amending
its standard documentation to
implement fallbacks for certain key
interbank offered rates (IBORs).
Fallbacks can apply if an IBOR is
permanently discontinued, based
on defined triggers. The fallbacks
will be to alternative risk-free rates
(RFRs) that have been identified
for relevant IBORs as part of
recent global benchmark reform
work. ISDA is seeking input on the
approach for addressing certain
technical issues associated with
adjustments that will apply to the
RFRs if the fallbacks are triggered.
Given the differences between
the IBORs and the RFRs, these
adjustments are needed.
Corporate confusion
Although corporate treasury professionals need to pay attention to
these developments, many of them
aren’t doing so. “To tell you the
truth, corporates are not as worried,
because it’s not their specific problem; it’s a global problem,” said the
treasurer for a major retailer who
requested to remain anonymous.
“When it’s a global problem, people
have this weird idea that somebody
is going to take care of it. There are
so many corporates who think that
the SEC or somebody else will come
in and take care of this problem, because as one corporate, you cannot.”
Jennifer Earyes, director of treasury
risk for Navient and a member of the
ARRC, compared and contrasted the
current situation with the passage
of Dodd-Frank in 2010. Back then,
corporate practitioners’ concerns
were not really addressed by
regulators. “The corporates weren’t
used to banding together, and
we weren’t at the table,” she said.
“So now at least with LIBOR, the
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authorities are at least trying to get
those folks at the table to talk about
it. But that mentality is still there that
we can’t really change anything.”
Furthermore, because there is
no central regulatory authority in
control of LIBOR, practitioners—
particularly those in the United
States—aren’t even sure who they
should appeal to if they want to have
their voices heard. The U.S. Federal
Reserve is pushing for a transition
to SOFR, but it can’t actually force
businesses to make the move. “They
don’t have the ability to mandate
through the Federal Reserve, which
is not an issue for other countries,”
said Tom Hunt, CTP, AFP’s director
of treasury services. “So you have
different countries producing their
own equivalents, but all based on a
similar methodology to SOFR.”
And SOFR isn’t exactly catching
on like wildfire. “ISDA reported
that there were only 14 derivatives
referencing SOFR at the end of
August,” Earyes said. She added
that David Bowman, Special Advisor
to the Fed's Board of Governors
and a leading LIBOR expert in her
ARRC working group, has stressed
to banks and corporates the
importance of actively engaging
in the consultation process and it’s
up to the industry to start trading
SOFR-indexed derivatives.

What you can do
U.S. treasury professionals are
encouraged to provide comment
to the ARRC and ISDA, as well as
review ARRC’s FAQ if they have
any questions. Senior-level treasury
practitioners should also plan on
attending the session, LIBOR: The
World’s Biggest Number in Transition
at the Executive Institute at AFP
2018. And for more tips,
be sure to visit AFP’s LIBOR
Transition Guide at
http://view.ceros.com/afp/libor/.
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RISK
GLOBAL
COLUMN
TREASURER

Controlling

COSTS

Risk management need not be expensive
BOON LONG OH, CTP

R

isk is a necessary evil
that treasury and finance
executives must deal with
in today’s complex and highlyintegrated world. Generally speaking,
risk can be categorized into two
types: Type I risk describes the
likelihood that a company will
suﬀer losses because of pursuing a
financial reward—business risk. Type
II risk describes the likelihood that a
company will suﬀer losses as a result
of not taking suﬃcient actions to
mitigate the impact of unfavorable
events—country risk, FX risk, bank
failure, etc. In this article, we will
look into some practical actions
that treasury and finance executives
can take to protect their company
against the impact of Type II risk
without breaking the bank.
continued on page 22
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GLOBAL TREASURER continued

“Diversification is probably one of the
easiest and cheapest risk management
techniques which one can use to
spread the risk of total fund loss.”

Controllable risk
The primary root cause of each fraud and
theft case can be summed up in a simple
phrase: “lack of control”. A company with
poor finance and system controls often
presents opportunities for employees, suppliers,
customers, and cybercriminals to siphon funds
from accounts without being detected. To
combat against such risk, treasury and finance
can incorporate the below practices into their
daily business operations:
Choose a technologically-advanced cash
management bank. When selecting a cash
management bank during the request for
proposal (RFP) process, it is paramount to
consider how much capital expenditure was
invested by the bank in upgrading its IT and
security systems. A bank which invests heavily
in sophisticated technologies will not only help
clients combat cybercrimes but also strengthen
its payment approval workflow, thereby eliminates any incident of fraud or human error.
Develop comprehensive finance and treasury
policies that are easy to administer and track.
A well-written policy should possess at
least these three elements: ensure proper
segregation of duties when it comes to
payment creation and approval, eliminate
free-form payments by ensuring payments
are created through approved payment
templates, eliminate cash and paper checks
by encouraging the use of electronic fund
transfers (EFT). For businesses where most of
the receivables are collected in cash or checks
(i.e., retail business), it will be wise to consider
an investment in a debit/credit card solution to
handle such receivables electronically.
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Minimize funds in local banks and concentrate
them in cash management bank. In the world
we live in today, there is no single international
bank that can meet all the business needs of a
company’s subsidiaries. This is especially so for
subsidiaries operating in countries where capital
flows are restricted, and legislations are enacted
to protect local banks. Hence, a complete elimination of local bank accounts is not a possibility
at the current moment and keeping minimal
cash in them is the next best option.
Rationalize all bank accounts and currencies
traded within the business. The foundation of
an effective control lies in a simplified bank account structure that is capable enough to meet
the business needs. Foreign currency accounts
with low transaction value and volume should
be closed as the FX spread incurred on such
transactions (i.e., paying through a local currency account) is insignificant compared to the
cost of maintaining it. Reducing the number
of currencies traded within the business also
helps to reduce unnecessary FX exposures.
Uncontrollable risk
In 2008, the United States suffered a subprime
mortgage crisis and witnessed the fall of a
banking giant—Lehman Brothers. This event
showed the world that giants do fall, and it is
never a wise choice to concentrate corporate
funds with one or two banks. Below are some
practical approaches which a company can take
to manage Type II external risk:
Choose a cash management bank that has a
track record of maintaining a strong balance
sheet and credit rating. Apart from the bank’s
willingness to provide balance sheet support and
its international reach in providing banking solutions, its ability to stay solvent in time of crisis is
another important consideration in selecting a
cash management bank. Although there are regulations such as Dodd-Frank Act, Basel III, CCAR
to prevent another nationwide bank failure,
companies should not rely on regulators alone to
protect them against potential bank failure.
Diversify your corporate funds into multiple
banks of strong credit rating through fixed
deposits and money market funds.
continued on page 24
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GLOBAL TREASURER continued
Never put all your eggs in one basket is one
of the key lessons I learned as a treasurer.
Diversification is probably one of the easiest and
cheapest risk management techniques which
one can use to spread the risk of total fund
loss. Apart from eliminating concentration risk
associated with holding too much cash with a
single bank, it also provides companies with an
opportunity to establish relationships with other
banks which can be helpful for future RFPs.

Trade derivatives contracts with banks of
strong credit rating. Pricing should not be the
sole consideration when comes to selecting a
bank who is willing to take the other side of a
trade. Its ability to fulfil its contractual obligations as it falls due is also equally important.
Trading with banks who do not honour their
obligations is as good as not hedging at all.
Sometimes, it is actually cheaper to pay more
to trade with a creditworthy bank.

CTP, Certified Treasury Professional and the CTP logo are registered
trademarks of the Association for Financial Professionals. © 10/18

Control exposure in countries where there
are restrictions on capital flows. In some part
of the world, the central bank requires local
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subsidiaries to provide supporting documentation to back a transaction before it is
remitted into or out of the country. For
example, a trade invoice may be needed to
back a trade payable, a board resolution to
back a dividend payment or a loan agreement
to back a loan redemption or interest payment. Ideally, companies should concentrate
cash in countries where free flow of funds are
allowed. This is to make the repatriation of
funds back to the home country easier.
Natural hedge should be used whenever
possible to limit the net assets exposure a
company may have in-country.
When it comes to managing risk, it is always
recommended that treasury and finance
executives explore cost-free methodologies like
the above to mitigate or even eliminate Type II
risks before considering more costly options like
Boon Long Oh, CTP, is Senior Corporate Treasury Analyst with
T.D. Williamson Asia Pacific Pte Ltd, Singapore. Connect with
him at BoonLong.Oh@tdwilliamson.com.
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FP&A FORESIGHTS

FINANCE STRATEGY:

Re-Thinking

Porter’s Five Forces
BRYAN LAPIDUS, FP&A

M

ichael Porter first published his famous Five Forces framework in 1979, and it has since become

a staple of business thought to explain the attractiveness of a market or segment. The forces are
set in opposition to each other to describe who has the power to extract significant profit by
examining influences sales prices and structural costs.
But what if there is a shift taking place, where the macro forces that started in information technology and
are disrupting business structures could allow us to turn this paradigm upside down? Are there instances
where these forces can be profit-accretive rather than profit-destructive? If the answer is yes, then finance
has to re-evaluate its valuation models to capitalize on these relationships to derive value for its business.
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FP&A FORESIGHTS continued
BUYERS’ BARGAINING POWER
Traditional view

Opportunity for New Approach

The buyer’s bargaining power is the ability
to force prices lower. Through their size
they can command volume discounts, or
through competition they can easily shift
to other sources.

Customers in both the B2B and B2C space have more data
to share, which allows buyers/customers to integrate into the
company processes.

Example: Walmart can demand low
prices for its goods because it buys in
huge quantities.
Example: Customers frequently visit
showrooms to test product look and feel,
then buy for a lower price online.

B2C context: Companies collect data through loyalty
programs, search history, or as part of their XaaS
(everything as a service) subscription models, then tailor
products and offers to individual customers, leading to
higher satisfaction and additional interactions.
B2B context: Supply chains are more integrated. Example:
Walmart warehouse stock levels are reported directly to
suppliers who ship new merchandise automatically. Yes, this is
also an example of their power, but the outcome is increased IT
and logistics integration.

Implications for FP&A:
Businesses can partner with your customers and integrate the information they provide through direct
purchases, browsing history or social media comments. Tips for finance:
• Customer acquisition is multiples more expensive than retention, so lifetime value models may indicate a
company accept lower margins on individual transactions
• Infrastructure investments, back-end non-revenue support systems such as account receivables,
customer billing, call center support, fulfillment, etc., should now be considered as part of the customer
experience. Valuation is part of customer retention, not simply TCO total cost of ownership.
The KPIs of success may need to change to contemplate integrated customers: bookings, monthly/
annual recurring revenue, customer churn (attrition), LTV:CAC (lifetime value to customer acquisition
costs), months to recover CAC

SUPPLIERS’ BARGAINING POWER
Traditional view

Opportunity for New Approach

Suppliers can exercise power when
there are few substitutes, or there is high
concentration, or a high cost of switch to
other suppliers.

Vendors are embedded in the company and often tightly
integrated in the supply chain of information and logistics. In
some cases, they simply take over what you need.
See sidebar on page 30 for an example.

A classic example is the power of OPEC
during the oil crisis of the 1970s to limit
output and raise prices among buying
nations and corporations.
Implications for FP&A:
This mirrors the buyers’ bargaining power, and so the opportunity to partner with your customers and integrate
the information they provide. Tips for finance:
• Conceptually, think about a “lifetime value of your suppliers.” Look for ways to maximize the ROI on vendor
networks, potentially trading transactional costs for integration value. How do you move them the value chain
with them? The low cost provider may not deliver as much long term value as a willing partner.
• Beware: Higher integration also increases costs to switch suppliers, which may lock you into suppliers. Build
IT integrations in a way that maintain flexibility by using common technology that allows vendors to plug/
unplug quickly.
continued on page 30
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FP&A FORESIGHTS continued
NEW ENTRANTS
Traditional view

Opportunity for New Approach

Profitable industries, or
those ripe for disruption, will
attract competitors, relative to
the ease of getting into
the market.

Old walls that once defended industries are falling quickly as it is easier than
ever to disrupt technology and scale barriers. The surplus of capital (private
equity, low interest rates, tax cuts) has created an ecosystem where companies
create new ideas/products/services with an eye to selling them.

Examples include AT&T
purchasing Time Warner to
compete with Google and
Verizon on content and
distribution.

This ease of starting new companies make actually lead established players to
outsource their R&D, that is, to buy other companies as a complement or alternative to their own research and development efforts. This trend is aided by the
rise of private equity capital to grow and exist businesses.
Large companies can also be new market entrants, such as Amazon entering
the grocery business, or furniture, or entertainment, package delivery, etc.

Implications for FP&A:
• Strategic acquisition is as much a part of your strategy as research and development, and therefore can
be as much a part of your capital strategy or investment portfolio. Consider building a market-scanning
process to look for opportunities; larger companies may have resources for M&A.
• For more mature companies, incumbent status may be a detriment because established processes and high
hurdle rates on the existing portfolio limit the ability to be agile and risk-taking on new opportunities. Is your
investment analysis process limiting innovation?
• Partnership deals with new entrants may combine competencies; be sure the business case includes
learning new capabilities.

QUESTION TO GARY MISHKIN, CEO OF ARTEMIS PLASTICS, LLC

“How do you deliver value to your customer beyond the simple transaction?”
I view our customers, and prospective customers, as partners. For my business and theirs, I always try to maximize the up-side,
while minimizing the down-side. An example of this is in the design of molds for their injection molded parts. By our understanding our customers' market opportunity, we analyze and present the expected costs for both single and multi-cavitation molds
and resultant part price…we help guide them by analyzing ROI for the different mold types and part prices. We also analyze our
capabilities and capacities and position our company to be able to manage growth with the customer.
Other benefits we provide are secondary operations, such as labeling and final packaging. We already have the infrastructure in place to perform these operations for our customers. Although there is a cost to manage this, we price it to be cost
neutral to the customer, as far as materials, parts, equipment, space, labor, quality control, etc. are concerned. This frees the
customer from this responsibility, so they can focus on sales and marketing, thereby, increasing market share and profitability. We usually find a win-win solution.
As we manage our company, we must take into account all stake holders, including employees, customers, vendors, regulatory
bodies, investors, etc. As we analyze our future needed resources (human and capital), we review how each investment affects
each stakeholder, then with an enterprise perspective, we make informed, financially driven investments.
Blurred Lines
The more an industry can be vaporized, as Robert Tercek discussed while speaking at AFP 2017, the more diﬃcult it is to
pin down what the business is, what industry it is in, and which of Porter’s Five Forces is in play. While Porter’s Five Forces
remains relevant in analyzing competitive forces, the macro forces changing our economy provide an example of how the distinction between the forces is diminishing. The most powerful example of this is Amazon’s effect on retail. It is a new entrant
that sold competing goods but circumvented the department stores’ huge investment in physical buildings. It is a substitute,
as it sells a seemingly limitless product set direct to consumers, replacing the physical store experience with a screen experience. It also has become a supplier as many brands sell direct to consumers from Amazon, and then helps brands to fulfill
orders directly. It has led to customer buying power with price transparency; in fact, Amazon crawls the web to check on
prices itself before setting them on its site. All this has driven down consumer prices and increased the retail rivalry.

continued on page 32
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FP&A FORESIGHTS continued
SUBSTITUTE PRODUCTS
Traditional view

Opportunity for New Approach

Substitute products and services
can take away your market share
by providing alternatives that
meets your customers’ needs.
Examples include your mobile
phone replacing digital cameras,
compact discs, even computers
and televisions.

Over time, the lines between new entrants and substitutes has blurred—
new entrants may disrupt old industries through substitution. This is
especially true where vaporization, meeting customer needs through
software-delivered services that once could only be met with tangible
goods. Substitution is a prime source of disruption.
Example: Facebook acquired Instagram to keep its dominance of
helping people connect to each other, and copied many of Snapchat’s
features to inhibit. Most major car makers have a version of an
autonomous vehicle to defend against a driving substitute of
autonomous Ubers transporting us.

Implications for FP&A:
The companies creating substitute products may be new to field, so the response is similar to that of new
entrants. Tips for finance:
• Acquire the disrupting company to for its technology, methods or people.
• Internally, it may be useful to develop a venture capital approach of funding some risky, potentially disruptive
ideas through a stage-gate process to gain learnings and test theories.
• Self-disruption may require lower returns on investment; be sure your investment processes is not leading
you to favor incumbent products over disrupting substitutes.
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INTENSE SEGMENT RIVALRY
Traditional view

Opportunity for New Approach

Competition between numerous
strong or aggressive rivals mean
that it is hard to outmaneuver
and differentiate.

Development of rival technologies or platforms upon which services can be
offered can be a huge risk. Industry consortia can help to set standards to
develop an ecosystem where all can thrive.
“Coopetition” is the cooperation among competitors when it suits them.
Here are a few examples:
• Telecom companies that are rivals on one market may leverage each
other’s infrastructure (e.g., cell towers) in another.
• Zelle was founded to develop a platform for peer-to-peer payments and
includes rivals such Bank of America, JPMorgan Chase, and Wells Fargo.
• Only Samsung can produce in quantity the OLED screens required for
Apple phones
• Industry consortia set standards for broad use by competitors to
develop the ecosystem where they can further compete
• Amazon is both a rival and a means of competing (see below).

A traditional example was retail
clothing stores, where several
large department stores
competed ferociously.

Implications for FP&A:
Is there a sustainable competitive advantage? Working with these forces or working against them creates
opportunities as well as stresses. Perhaps the only response to segment rivalry and competitive markets is a
culture that embraces adaptability—the willingness to remake itself, implement new processes and technology,
and upskill its employees. Tips for finance:
• Finance can foster adaptability by advocating for modernized infrastructure and investment in people, even
when the ROI is hard to calculate. It is a strategic, long-range decision to carve out capital for initiatives to
insure the investment is made, but it may also be the most important one.
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RISK COLUMN

Mythbusters
IRA KAWALLER

Debunking the myths about derivatives

T

he world nicely divides into two camps:
companies that use derivatives to manage
their various price risks and those that don’t.
Derivatives aren’t available for every risk source, but
they do cover many categories affecting the concerns
of large numbers of commercial enterprises. These
include interest rate risk, currency exchange rate risk,
and risks associated with a wide array of prices of basic
commodities and raw materials such as energy products,
assorted metals and agricultural produce and livestock.
Given this wide coverage, it’s reasonable to
question why some firms bearing these exposures use
derivatives while others don’t. Ultimately, the underlying
issue is knowledge and understanding—or possibly
misunderstanding.

Understanding derivatives
Derivative contracts are often portrayed as the
bad boys of the financial marketplace, but this
characterization misrepresents most derivatives
and their uses. In fact, most derivatives are plain
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vanilla, capable of achieving very understandable
and reasonable objectives. Typically, these (or very
similar) economic outcomes could be arranged without
derivatives, but derivatives often offer a more efficient
and cost-effective way to realize desired results,
particularly when an adjustment is desired after an
initial transaction has already occurred.
All derivatives are contractual arrangements
that generate payoffs that depend on changes of
some external reference price or index. And while
these contracts can be used by a wide variety of
institutional actors, they are generally used for one of
two purposes: either as hedging instruments, where
the contracts balance off some preexisting risk, or to
speculate on a coming price change for some asset or
portfolio of assets.
Generally, corporate finance applications would
fall under the hedging category, where commercial
enterprises with exposure to interest rates or foreign
currency exchange rates or price risk would mitigate
continued on page 36
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RISK COLUMN continued

Derivative contracts are often portrayed as
the bad boys of the financial marketplace,
but this characterization misrepresents
most derivatives and their uses.
these risks by entering into related derivative
positions, arranging the contracts to pay off
when that preexisting risk contingency is
realized. A corollary to this rule, however, is
that if the risk doesn’t come to fruition and
instead, the underlying exposure benefits the
enterprise, the hedging derivative would be
expected to generate a corresponding loss.
In contrast to these corporate applications,
when derivatives are used for trading
purposes or for investment purposes, for the
most part, the derivative contracts would be
used to take on risk. These uses would be
speculative transactions, and like virtually any
other speculation, if you’re right you win and
if you’re wrong you lose. The vast majority of
the bad press on derivatives relates to these
speculative applications, where the culprit
was really poor business controls rather
than the derivatives, per se. Headline losses
attributed to the use of derivatives weren’t
the fault of derivatives. Rather, they were the
fault of the traders making bigger bets than
they could afford and putting the viability of
their organizations in jeopardy.
Returning to the commercial hedging
transactions, the most typical hedge objective
is locking in forthcoming prices that would
otherwise be uncertain. Clearly, in retrospect,
once you do lock in a price, you may end up
regretting that decision if the feared adverse
price change fails to develop. In this situation,
the loss on the derivative obviously would have
been avoided if you hadn’t hedged in the first
place. This possibility is part of the calculus
that should be understood prior to making the
decision to hedge. You have to be willing to
bear this cost in order to achieve the intended
protection if the market had moved the other
way. In other words, the decision as to whether
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or not to hedge, or how much to hedge,
should reflect management’s sensibilities as
to the probabilities associated with beneficial
versus adverse market developments.

Derivative instruments
For corporate financial managers, the
most widely used derivative instrument
is the interest rate swap contract, relating
to interest rate exposures. These days,
commercial bankers often require
commercial customers to borrow on a
variable rate basis, thereby forcing these
customers to bear the risk of rising interest
rates. When these borrowers pair these
exposures with an interest rate swap
contract, the derivative serves to swap those
variable cash flows for fixed cash flows.
The borrowing company still pays the
bank a variable interest payment, but the
terms of the swap contract—which might
be transacted with that same bank or some
other swap dealer—impose two additional
cash flow obligations—a variable receipt
cash flow designed to offset the original
variable exposure paid to the bank, and a
fixed payment cash flow. Combining the
cash flow obligations of the swap with
the original variable payment to the bank
effectively transforms the variable rate debt
into a synthetic fixed-rate debt.
Importantly, swap contracts don’t require
any upfront cash payments. Instead, these
contracts are entered into as handshakes,
reflecting a promise and obligation to make
future settlements in the prescribed manner
that serve to achieve the intended outcome.
Structuring synthetic fixed-rate loans
in this way allows the bank to manage its
balance sheet exposures more efficiently
because shorter-term bank deposits
typically provide the wherewithal for banks
to loan to their customers. Thus, having
shorter-term loans—or loans that reset
their rates with relatively short term reset
frequencies—tends to harmonize a bank’s
sources of funds with its uses of funds,
thereby mitigating the bank’s interest rate
risk exposures. On a one-off basis, this
approach would seem to benefit the bank
at the expense of the customer; but in the

aggregate, when banks on the whole operate
in this way, they are able to offer cheaper
funding to their customers than would be
the case otherwise.
Put another way, if the borrower insisted on
borrowing with a traditional fixed-rate loan,
presumably that firm should be able to shop
around and find some bank that would offer
fixed-rate financing at some fixed interest
rate. The prevalence of the use of swaps in
coordination with variable rate funding is
testimony to the fact that customers generally
find the synthetic solution to be the cheaper
funding alternative.
Besides locking in prices, derivatives can
also be used to establish worst case price
outcomes. This objective can be realized
by buying caps or floors in connection with
repetitive pricing exposures (e.g., a series of
purchases or sales at yet-to-be determined
market prices) or option contracts for
individual price exposures. A purchased call
option giving the right to buy a currency or
commodity serves to ensure some worstcase, maximum purchase price, while a
purchased put option giving the right to sell
ensures a worst-case minimum sales price.
These kinds of derivatives require an upfront
cost—i.e., option premiums—where the cost
would be different at different times, as
market conditions varied.

Outcomes
Probably the most typical adverse
outcome for derivatives has to do with
the fact that, with derivative positions, the
losing party has to pay up, in cash. Large
market moves can and do stress the financial
system, but to a large degree, this systemic
risk has been addressed by the Dodd-Frank
Act and evolving practices relating to the
use of collateral adjustments in connection
with derivative positions. These refinements
generally serve to alleviate this concern
by forcing many derivative users to settle
derivative losses in cash before they have
a chance to fully metastasize. Bearing this
feature of derivatives in mind, derivative
users need to be mindful of derivatives’ cash
flow obligations and constrain their use to
manageable volumes.

It’s also important to appreciate that when
used for hedging purposes, focusing strictly
on whether the derivative wins or loses likely
would give a false impression as to how well
the derivative has performed. When hedging,
the relevant assessment should consider the
combined effect of the derivative and the
exposure being hedged. Measuring losses
or gains on derivatives in isolation tells only
half the story. The better question is whether
the effective price that results from hedging
conforms to the expectations dictated by the
hedge objective.
In fact, derivatives reliably achieve this
end. That is, regardless of which derivative
tool you choose, the selected contact has
a particular associated hedge objective
(e.g., to lock in a price or prices or to
constrain prices within specific boundaries).
The ultimate effective prices that can be
realized from hedging are predictable
within reasonable tolerances at the onset of
hedging transactions, and hedgers should
have high confidence that those outcomes
would be realized. Put another way,
derivatives do what they’re supposed to do!
Inevitably, market conditions will arise
whereby using derivatives will be an
appropriate and rationale response, but you
have to be ready. Accessing these markets
requires making a preliminary effort to reach
the requisite understanding of how these
tools work, how they can be accessed, what
they can be expected to deliver, and how to
account for them. For the uninitiated, this
learning curve may appear daunting, but
it’s really not. Moreover, the advantages of
taking these steps are compelling. Having
a facility with derivatives gives companies
the wherewithal to react to changing
market conditions and adjust outstanding
exposures accordingly—quickly and
efficiently. Otherwise, without having these
tools in your arsenal, you’d be subject to
uncertainties of the marketplace, without
adequate recourse.

Ira Kawaller is Managing Director of HedgeStar, a consulting
company that offers strategic advice, valuations, financial reporting,
and expert witness services relating to derivative instruments.
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PAYMENTS ESSENTIALS

Moving

On
n
Are there better
options for
cross-border
payments than
correspondent
banking?
ANDREW DEICHLER

C

ross-border payments occur primarily
through correspondent banking, which
requires banks to set up accounts with
selected counterparty banks to facilitate payments.
The correspondent banking model is antiquated and
inefficient, often resulting in high costs, payments not
being delivered on time and illicit activity.
Inefficiencies in the current system have resulted
in the emergence of new cross-border payments
solutions that either improve the correspondent
banking model, or replace it entirely.
continued on page 40
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YOU ASKED FOR
SAME DAY ACH
ENHANCEMENTS.
NACHA
DELIVERED.
A higher-dollar
limit, a later
deadline, and
faster funds
availability.

NACHA is enhancing Same Day ACH based
on your feedback. As we continue to
innovate, all ACH users will benefit from this
ubiquitous faster payment solution. Learn
more about the new improvements at
resourcecenter.nacha.org.
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PAYMENTS ESSENTIALS continued

The most
obvious issue is
the time delay;
the payment
often has to flow through multiple
channels. And if one link in the
correspondent bank food chain has
an issue, such as local regulatory
requirements, the payment may be
further delayed, or returned and not
reach its destination
at all if not addressed.
Ineﬃciencies in correspondent banking
The correspondent banking process begins
with a corporate sending a payment from its own
bank and payment system to a correspondent
bank. If this bank is not the bank used by
the payee, the payment goes to a second
correspondent bank that converts the payment
to the local currency and sends it to the payee’s
bank via that nation’s payment system.
The most obvious issue is the time delay; the
payment often has to flow through multiple
channels. And if one link in the correspondent
bank food chain has an issue, such as local
regulatory requirements, the payment may be
further delayed, or returned and not reach its
destination at all if not addressed. Thus there
remains a lot of uncertainty over when a payment
will arrive using this current model. Even if the
standard two to four-day settlement period is
acceptable to both payer and payee, that doesn’t
mean that it can’t actually take longer.
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The high cost is another common problem
in the correspondent banking model. The
cost of sending international payments can
be substantial; there are typically transaction
fees at both the payer’s and payee’s banks,
as well as fees at each of the correspondent
banks and a fee for currency conversion. These
fees can vary considerably, depending on
banking relationships. Small and medium-sized
businesses (SMBs) have been hit particularly
hard be these costs; 2016 research by crossborder payments provider Covercy found that
UK SMBs that make 20 $13,000 cross-border
transactions a month pay over $2,700 a month
in fees, on average.
These fees can in turn create other problems for
companies. Oftentimes, additional “hidden” fees
may result in a different amount being credited
to a payee. That means that the payer will have
to send a second payment to make up for the
shortfall on the first one, and will be responsible
for any fees that go along with that payment.
Of course, there are also other regulatory
issues that go along with the correspondent
banking model. As noted in a 2015 report
on correspondent banking by Aite Group,
banks are struggling with compiling knowyour-customer (KYC) information. KYC is
incredibly important in this process because
correspondent banking can easily lend itself to
money laundering and terrorist financing. Thus
it is imperative that banks vet their customers.
KYC is also a common problem for corporate
treasury professionals; oftentimes, banks are
so desperate to make sure they have all their
bases covered that they’ll ask corporate for
information that the regulators don’t actually
require for them. That leads to corporates
compiling a plethora of private information just
to ensure that transactions can be completed.
Lastly, given that there are so many links in
the correspondent banking chain, transactions
open themselves up to fraud. Banks typically
have stronger protections than corporates
when it comes to cybercrime, but as the 2016
Bangladesh Bank incident revealed, bank
systems are not infallible.
Though the correspondent banking model
has remained relatively unchanged for years,
the attitudes of both corporates and consumers
toward international payments appear to be

shifting. As noted in a 2016 McKinsey report,
customer expectations for faster or real-time
payments have been steadily increasing. Moreover,
the report warned that “digital innovators” have
been attracting customers with new solutions
that have the potential to cut banks out of their
correspondent banking relationships and loosen
their ties with customers.
Given the inefficiencies in the current system,
it is no wonder why new cross-border payments
services have been emerging, each with their
own special features. While it’s far too early to
tell which one(s) will outshine the others, it’s
never a bad idea to see what they each have to
offer corporate treasury.

Correspondent banking questions
For corporate treasury departments that are
desperate to rid themselves of correspondent
banking for good, there are some key questions
they should ask themselves as they weigh the
different options available.
How many international payments do we make
on average? Fees and time delays are never
convenient, however, if the overall process is
relatively efficient, exploring new options may
not be necessary at this time.
Are you getting full transparency into your
transactions? On the flipside of the coin, if you
find that you are not getting detailed remittance
information or are unable to track your (often
high value) payments once they go out, then it
may be time to upgrade your payment model.
How well does this new system integrate
with your TMS or ERP? This is perhaps the
most important question to ask. There are
many service providers out there and if the
service you’re considering doesn’t work with
the software that you’re using for all of your
other tasks, then you may want to move on to
something that does, or wait until that service
can offer you what you need.
How well do we know the countries where
we are sending payments? Different countries
have different requirements for their payments.
Treasury practitioners should talk with their bank
before sending payments into a new region to
educate themselves on what may be required
to complete a transaction. “Make sure you fill
out all the fields those countries require,” said
Magnus Carlsson, AFP’s manager of treasury and

payments. “If you miss even some obscure little
detail that they require to process a payment,
they’ll hold it. That creates an additional delay and
potentially more fees.”
Which new cross-border platforms might you
be able to use now? It’s a good idea to talk with
your banking partners about which cross-border
payments services they may be able to offer you,
or may be adopting in the near future. And it’s also
worth talking with your vendors to see if any of
them are open to using one of those services for
payment. Convincing all of your vendors to move
to a service like SWIFT global payments innovation
(gpi) or Ripple may not be possible at this stage,
but you might be able to sway some of them.
How well do you understand the technology?
The recent rise in fintech companies has left
corporate treasury professionals fascinated by
technology like blockchain. But do you really
understand the capabilities of these technologies,
or are you simply relying on what a salesperson is
telling you? Take some time to researching these
new cross-border payments platforms and the
technology behind them. That way you’ll know
whether they’ll truly benefit you.

Fear of the unknown
For corporate treasurers, correspondent
banking is a hassle, particularly if you miss filling
in some obscure information detail that delays
the payment, but it’s also something they know
very well. While you may want to move to a new
solution for cross-border payments, it simply may
not be high on your priority list at the moment.
And even if it is, there is much to consider when
choosing a cross-border payments solution. Every
company out there will tout their system as the
best of the best, but right now, treasurers would
likely be best served by being cautious. None of
the current offerings are used by the majority of
banks at the moment. How do you know the new
solution will be in place for the long term? So while
you might want to rid yourself of correspondent
banking for good, it may be best to proceed with
caution until a clear winner emerges.
This article is an excerpt from the latest AFP Payments
Guide, The Advent of New Cross-Border Payments Systems,
underwritten by MUFG Union Bank. Download the full guide
www.AFPonline.org/publications-data-tools/reports/guides/
afp-payments/
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Managing the Globe
Two paths to navigating a worldwide card program
Companies that operate across multiple
regions can significantly boost cash flow,
buying power and visibility by creating a
single global card program.
There are several ways for treasurers
to roll out a single card program to
thousands of users across many countries
and currencies. While every business
faces different circumstances and every
company’s needs are unique, there are
many best practices that can help you
launch, expand and consolidate globally.

Key takeaways

Path 1: The phased approach
In an ideal world, you’ll have many months — even a year
or more — to plan your global rollout. This may seem like
an abundance of time, but you can use it to strengthen

your business case, secure buy-in from senior
management and other internal stakeholders, and
closely investigate regulatory nuances in each country
where you plan to launch.
After securing support from finance leadership, shift
your focus to the central challenge: issuing, activating
and managing cards in all of the places where you do
business. If you’re going live in many countries, a phased
approach can help you take gradual steps toward a full
implementation. As an example, if you’ll need to go live

in more than 20 countries, you could divide them up
into phases in which a new wave of countries goes
live every 45–60 days. If you’ll be launching in several
neighboring countries within a single region — Latin
America, say, or Asia Pacific — consider grouping them
together into a single wave. Staggering your roll-out can be
a great way to surface issues in a smaller setting and fix
them before they affect you globally.
Collaboration with your bank will prove essential during

 Creating a global card program can help boost
working capital and visibility while reducing risks
 The best practice is to plan ahead and design a
phased approach where small groups of countries
go live at the same time
 If you need to move quickly, work closely with your
bank to make sure you get the details right

each step, especially when it comes to understanding local
regulations. Every country has different rules, in particular
when it comes to Know-Your-Customer (KYC) regulations,
which can vary greatly. Bank of America Merrill Lynch has

people on the ground who can help you understand how
to navigate each market, provide the right documents
and work with local-issuing banks where needed.
If you work at a large company, building relationships internally
can enable you to draw on other departments to help ensure
the success of your global card program. One way to do this
is to partner with communications and training to design
materials that help cardholders get up and running quickly.

Bank of America Merrill Lynch Article

Path 2: The accelerated approach
For some clients who have launched globally, time has been of
the essence. Due to a range of circumstances, they’ve needed
to get up and running quickly — without months of advance
planning or the luxury of launching in staggered phases.

Best practices for launching globally
Create plans well in advance of
implementation (when possible)

In one case, a client with operations on several continents
faced an emergency when its main card provider retreated
from the market. We were able to standardize their

Establish global project managers and

program globally, going live with thousands of new
cards within weeks so that our client could avoid
costly business disruptions.

Solidify executive sponsorship by
highlighting working-capital opportunities

While this example may be extreme, there is a clear
playbook for issuing plastic in a more accelerated
timeframe, especially if you’re consolidating multiple card
providers into a single program. The first step is securing
executive sponsorship, since help from senior leaders
can be crucial to expediting your implementation. Build a

clear business case by highlighting the working-capital
benefits of a single card program, along with the
increased visibility and control over employee spending.
Choosing the right bank is also essential. In addition to the
KYC nuances and local-issuing bank relationships mentioned
above, there are significant details that can unnecessarily
delay your launch unless your bank helps you anticipate ways
to solve for them. For example, every country has a different
online application process, requiring their cardholders to
enter their birth dates in different formats. And in some
countries the application requires cardholders to upload
a verification code, which they’ll also need when it’s time
to activate their card. If you’re in a rush to launch, it is

local, in-country teams

Understand local-market variations,
including Know-Your-Customer (KYC)
requirements
Draw on other internal teams, such as
training and communications, to make
things easy for cardholders

Conclusion
Every company’s needs are unique, and your path to a
global card program will be one of a kind. Whether you
have time to launch in phases or need to expedite
issuance to keep key projects on track, we can work
with you to tackle the details and get your cardholders
up and running. The financial and operational benefits
are simply too great to ignore.

crucial to get those things right the first time.
Close bank collaboration also pays off when it’s time
to issue the cards. In some cases, we can send plastic
overnight — with local-language support — so that
employees can use the cards within days.

“Bank of America Merrill Lynch” is the marketing name for the global banking and global markets businesses of Bank of America Corporation. Lending, derivatives, and other commercial banking
activities are performed globally by banking affiliates of Bank of America Corporation, including Bank of America, N.A., Member FDIC. Securities, strategic advisory, and other investment banking
activities are performed globally by investment banking affiliates of Bank of America Corporation (“Investment Banking Affiliates”), including, in the United States, Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith
Incorporated and Merrill Lynch Professional Clearing Corp., both of which are registered broker-dealers and Members of SIPC, and, in other jurisdictions, by locally registered entities. Merrill Lynch, Pierce,
Fenner & Smith Incorporated and Merrill Lynch Professional Clearing Corp. are registered as futures commission merchants with the CFTC and are members of the NFA. Investment products offered
by Investment Banking Affiliates: Are Not FDIC Insured • May Lose Value • Are Not Bank Guaranteed. ©2018 Bank of America Corporation. ARQVKF7X
09-18-0427
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Why Alexis Glick
believes Washington is
the new financial capital
IRA APFEL

A

lexis Glick has worked in front of the camera and
behind it before moving on to nonprofit leadership.
She anchored NBC’s The Today Show and CNBC’s
Squawk Box before helping to launch the Fox Business
Network. She’s interviewed President Obama, Hillary Clinton
and Warren Buffett among others. More recently she founded
GENYOUth, a nonprofit dedicated to nurturing child health
and wellness.
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unemployment is at a record low,
corporate profits, as you said, are at
a near decade high, but the issue is,
is that things like tax reform. Things
that have been really beneficial to
corporate America are not necessarily
translating to the mom-and-pops of
the world, and/or to areas like the
agricultural industry, which actually
is taking it very, very hard on the chin,
given what’s going on with tariffs in
the past six weeks.
With her experience in strategy,
business development and
communications she’s a frequent
advisor to CEOs of Fortune 500
companies. And that also makes her
a perfect speaker for AFP 2018, where
she will discuss how treasury and
finance can cope when uncertainty is
the new normal.
Glick recently spoke to AFP
Conversations podcast about the state
of finance and uncertainty.
Ira Apfel: Unemployment is at 4
percent. The GDP rose 4 percent last
quarter, and corporate profits are at
their highest in seven years. So the
top line results look good, but what
gives you pause?
Alexis Glick: You’re absolutely right.
The numbers we’re seeing feel like
across the board, record numbers and
optimism among corporate America is
very high, and arguably optimism even
as you survey CFOs is pretty high. The
issue is the divergence between, what
I’d argue, is sort of corporate America
and small businesses. Small business
is everything down to the mom-andpop, all the way to what’s happening
specifically in the agricultural industry.
So while you look at the top line, or
the headline numbers and you say,
“Wow, things couldn’t be better”,

Ira Apfel: Let me flip the question. So
if there is so much uncertainty as you
just talked about, then why are the
top line numbers so robust? Is it an
issue where some large companies
like Apple are skewing the picture?
Alexis Glick: No. I mean, look, if you
look at whether it’s sales, whether you
look at consumer demand, whether
you look at consumer debt, right, the
consumer is pretty bullish with the
exception of the fact that, yes, we do
have low unemployment, but we’ve
had relatively stagnate wage growth.
We’re starting to see a little bit of the tea
leaves of some tiny wage growth but
remember when we go back to those
tax laws going into effect, particularly
on behalf corporate America, the hope
was and certainly what the President
hoped is that corporate America would
use those dollars to invest in people and
in wage growth and some of that for
capital expenditures and they are doing
it for capital expenditures.
The issue is a lot of companies
are putting that extra money to work
in one of two ways either a, to buy
back their stock, or b, because they’re
looking for mergers and acquisition
opportunities in particular the MNA
market overseas has been really, really
high over the past six months of this
year. So it’s not that corporate profits

are not strong. That is absolutely the
case and that is why you’re seeing
record numbers in this second quarter.
The issue is that the individual, the
consumer, who is working for the
Apple or working for some of these
other companies, while you see a low
unemployment rate, they really haven’t
seen as much wage growth as you
would argue corporate America has
seen in benefits in regards to both
taxes, just global growth as whole
because interest rates have been so
low, access to capital has been so
cheap and opportunistic for them so
they’ve really, in corporate America,
had an opportunity to really take
advantage of the global marketplace
in the U.S. is arguably been stronger
than any other economy in the world.
Ira Apfel: How should CFOs and
treasurers think about all of this?
There are perhaps record profits at
their own company but there is still
all this uncertainty?
Alexis Glick: Well, I think if you’re a
CFO, you’ve been pretty bullish, and
I think you’ve been bullish because
as we talked about before, access to
capital and interest rates have been
very, very low, productivity has been
growing, growth has been pretty
strong. Obviously, we just saw this
recent GDP number in Q2 which
was very, very strong. Although, you
cannot find one economist on Wall
Street who is not skeptical about
growth in the second half of the year
and large measure because of the
tariff conversation but if I’m a CFO
sitting in a period of uncertainty and
let’s be real. If you sat down with any
CFO in America, frankly with any
CEO in America, they’re going to tell
you there always operating in a period
of uncertainty. It’s just this one, given
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AFP CONVERSATIONS continued
the global stage and particularly given
the fact that the U.S. is such a big global
trade partner, it’s something that’s
making them think a little bit more
closely about how they use that powder,
that cash, on the book at a moment like
this with not knowing where these trade
discussions are going.
But think about it for just a second. If
you’re looking at unemployment below
4 percent and wage growth pretty
stagnate, your workforce is saying,
“Why are the returns not coming to
me?” So you’re at moment in time
where your people are feeling like they
should be paid better and that the job
force is stronger; therefore, they have
more opportunities in the labor force.
So if you’re CFO and you’re thinking
about this internally, you’re looking
at things like rising health care costs,
you’re looking at a workforce that is
thinking about, “Hey, what piece of
the pie am I garnering? And oh, by the
way, if you don’t give me that piece of
the pie, I’m going to make a move over
to x or to y which could be one of your
competitors.” So I think those are kind
of some of the internal head winds
that as CFO you’re thinking about, but
the external head winds certainly are,
particularly right now front and center,
is what’s happening in Washington,
D.C. and how does that ultimately
affect the balance sheet.
Ira Apfel: With trade wars under way
it seems like previously corporate
America was able to ignore the
uncertainty, but now it sounds like
they can’t.
Alexis Glick: One-hundred percent. I
think that new normal ... really, the new
normal truly began in 2007. It’s not that
we ever truly believed that that Wall
Street was 100 percent the financial
capital of the world, but for all intents
and purposes, because Wall Street was
the place where you raised funds, you
did secondaries, was really the capital
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“I believe Washington, D.C. is the
financial capital of the world. They are
dictating policy. The discussions that
they are having as it relates to the trade
negotiations is something that every
CEO in corporate America is watching
and certainly every CFO.”

markets of the world, where the funds
got raised to whatever you needed to do
in corporate America. That pendulum
shifted very heavy to D.C. and D.C.
really became the financial capital of
the world dating back to 2007 and if
you just look specifically at what the
Federal Reserve had to do in order to
keep the market afloat, whether it was
bail outs for the financial institutions or
for the auto industry, that’s ground zero
and that has not affectively changed
since 2007.
Enter into the equation what are
really, if you look at it in many cases,
unfair tariffs that exist with our trade
partners and so I think there are many,
in corporate America, who would argue
or may who would agree with this
administration that we need to shift
the pendulum and get ourselves to a
place of greater parody particular when
you look at our deficits, certainly with
China, and arguably with the EU, but
the problem is the rhetoric right now is
so severe that we’re already starting to
see the pain in a relatively short period
of time.
I think what they’re trying to
do is level the playing field but in

the process, because the rhetoric
is tenuous at this stage in time,
particularly with China, we’re seeing
commodity prices get hammered,
particularly in agricultural industry.
I mean, at this rate, just in the dairy
industry alone, if prices continue
to decline at the rate that they’re
declining, you could lose 3,000 dairy
farms in the course of year. I haven’t
even touched soybean prices. That’s
a major crisis with what’s going on
with China.
So I would just say to you, that right
now, I believe Washington, D.C. is the
financial capital of the world. They are
dictating policy. The discussions that
they are having as it relates to the trade
negotiations is something that every
CEO in corporate America is watching
and certainly every CFO and they’ve got
to navigate in that period of uncertainty
knowing that either they may have
to increase the degree that they are
importing or increase the degree that
they’re exporting in advance of a
continuously uncertain environment.
Read about Alexis Glick’s upcoming AFP
2018 session at www.AFP2018.org.
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the prospectus carefully before investing. An investment in the Fund is NOT insured by the FDIC or by any other federal government agency, is NOT a deposit of or
guaranteed by MUFG Union Bank, N.A. (Bank) or any Bank affiliate, and MAY lose value, including possible loss of principal. A MMMF may impose a fee upon sale of your
shares or may temporarily suspend your ability to sell shares if the Fund’s liquidity falls below required minimums because of market conditions or other factors. The Fund’s
sponsor has no legal obligation to provide financial support to the Fund, and you should not expect that the sponsor will provide financial support to the Fund at any time. An
USBF is not a “money market” mutual fund, and is not governed by, nor does it comply with, relevant Securities and Exchange Commission rules for such funds. Additionally,
the Fund Company may apply frequent trading limitations to transactions in the Fund. For further information, refer to the Fund prospectus.

2

Offshore funds available only to certain qualified investors.

3

Reference is to certain omnibus interest bearing deposit accounts maintained at MUFG Union Bank and certain branches and offices of MUFG Bank, Ltd. including MUFG Bank,
Ltd., Canada. MUFG Union Bank, N.A. is a member FDIC and its banking products are insured up to applicable FDIC insurance limits. MUFG Bank, Ltd. is not a member FDIC and
its products NOT insured by the FDIC or other government agency. MUFG Bank, Ltd., Canada Branch is NOT a member Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation (CDIC) and its
deposit products are NOT insured by the CDIC or by any other government agency.
©2018 Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group, Inc. All rights reserved.
The MUFG logo and name is a service mark of Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group, Inc., and is used by MUFG Union Bank, N.A., with permission. Member FDIC.
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The Future of

WORK
AFP 2018 speaker
Nancy Giordano
chats with members
STAFF WRITERS
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AFP recently hosted an “Ask me anything”
chat with AFP 2018 featured speaker Nancy Giordano.
A futurist who helps organizations strategically address
technological shifts, Giordano will speak about reinventing
leadership for the age of machine intelligence at AFP 2018.
Giordano’s AMA, lightly edited for clarity,
is excerpted below:

Anonymous: Thanks for doing this! What is the best way to keep my skills applicable in the
changing technological environment?
Nancy Giordano: For years I have preached there are four skills (at minimum) we should nurture
in children to help them better prepare for the future; seems they apply to us as well: Curiosity,
Empathy, Agency and Grit (Compassion).
Curiosity is a necessary skill we need to both support and better incentivize. How many times
have we wanted time or financial help to take a class, go to a cool conference or simply spend time
learning more about another department… often to be told that isn’t relevant? In contrast, Brian
Glazer, a very successful Hollywood producer has taken a different person outside of his industry to
lunch every two weeks… for 22 years!! And just this month, the cover story on the Harvard Business
Review is The Business Case for Curiosity.
Empathy takes many forms, but it is the root of Human Centered Design and Design Thinking. It’s
also what makes us not ask an employee to “close” by closing a retail location at midnight and open
it again at 5am. We need to pay more attention to how we hold folks in the systems we create.
Agency means having confidence that we can take action. For kids that means giving them
room to take on more responsibility and decision making. For adults, I would say it means building
capacities to develop new skills AND giving room to learn (aka “fail”) ,while constraining risk.
And grit is hopefully something adults understand better than most kids do, so perhaps for us
we reframe it as compassion. We need to be kinder to ourselves and others as we all face a very fast
changing landscape and trust we are each doing the best we can. (This, btw, is also what is driving
the rise in Mindfulness and meditative practices. But that is a whole ’nother topic!).
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“My worry lies more in our ability to
let go of what is no longer serving
us and the dire need to restructure
short-term incentive frameworks
that benefit a small group and the
expense of a much larger one.”

Anonymous: Who will suffer the greatest loss in
the new technological future?
Nancy Giordano: There is a great deal of debate
around this … and whether there will be net
more or less jobs, access, privacy, etc. in the
future? I personally believe the structure of
work, economic exchange (i.e., sharing economy,
cryptocurrencies, etc.) and society will shift
dramatically in the decade ahead.
This will cause dislocation and confusion
for some (as we are already seeing) and huge
opportunities for others (ditto!), but we can
minimize the “loss” by embracing the upsides
these create for both our collective and individual
well-being.
Hanging out with so many visionaries who
are building the future, I am very optimistic. My
worry lies more in our ability to let go of what
is no longer serving us AND the dire need to
restructure short-term incentive frameworks
that benefit a small group and the expense of a
much larger one.
We will be able to solve huge problems and
create what we see as a thriving and regenerative
society, but we need to be careful not to create
even bigger issues along the way. How we use
emerging tech to serve (vs stalk) and what new
models for economic distribution need to be
considered are two of the areas I spend a lot of
time thinking about.
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Anonymous: What are your top 3 coolest AI
driven solutions put to practice? What readings
would you propose a must on the topic?
Thanks!
Nancy Giordano: “What readings would you
propose a must on the topic?” Well it depends
on which topic, but readings that have impacted
my thinking recently include:
– The Shift Commission study on the Future
of Work: They pulled together 100 forward
thinking experts, who, armed with a range
of research and insight, identified a long
list of variables that will impact the how
we will work. They eventually narrowed
it to two: will be have more work or less
and will that work be gig/project assigned
or formally hired… and from this they
created four very thoughtful scenarios with
implications for each. The reality is that no
one know definitively how things will shift,
and so we need to be building scaffolding
in many directions.
– Bryon Reese, a tech pioneer, entrepreneur
and close friend, recently wrote The Fourth
Age to help us all get a better handle on our
expectations for AI. He also helps explain
why thought leaders like Elon Musk and
Mark Zuckerberg can have such opposed
views and fears of how AI will impact our
lives and offers many helpful frameworks
for us each to develop our own POVs.
– Author Douglas Rushkoff’s recent article
on Survival of the Richest really makes
you think! And reinforces that our work
here is not to simply protect what we own,
but rather to use the resources we all
must impact and build a better, safer
future for all.
And I’ll throw in two bonus articles I loved:
– On how the Pentagon is Building a Dream
Team of Tech Savvy Soldiers because
it showed how have come to appreciate
and better support the talent within the
organization: “The military thought the
problems they were facing were because of
a lack of talent,” Bereknyei says. He thinks
Jyn Erso’s work has proven that theory

wrong. “We changed their environment.
We changed their support and gave them
designers to work with,” he says. “It made
all the difference in the world.”
– And if you want to really look around
the corner, read The future of Cloud
Computing – it introduces you to
Holo + Holochaing, projects I’m
helping champion.
Anonymous: “What are your top 3 coolest AI
driven solutions put to practice?”
Nancy Giordano: Off the top of my head, I
am really intrigued by these because of the
uses and ways they are employing AI in very
traditional, fundamental fields:
Lemonade insurance – they combine AI
with behavioral econ insight to create entrylevel products that meet customer needs in

completely new ways… and show what
is possible.
Plenty + AERO – pioneers in vertical
farming. This entire industry is harnessing
the power of emerging AI, robotics and
many other advances in data and science to
address growing problems in food security,
affordability and access. And this, in turn is
helping fuel and giant industry shift to
plant-based proteins and whole new
categories of food. I am very excited about
what is possible here!!
Amazon’s Go stores – heading to a cashierless future.

Learn more about Nancy Giordano’s upcoming
presentation at www.AFP2018.org.
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GLOBAL TREASURY AND FINANCE

Happy
Birthday
FXGC
The FX Global Code turned one, and
adoption is exceeding expectations
JOHN HINTZE
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“You can only expect
counterparties to
credibly adhere to this
ethical behavior if your
company is committed
to do the same.”

ast year saw the debut of the voluntary Foreign Exchange Global Code (FXGC), a set of
principles and guidelines to promote the integrity of the foreign exchange market. One year
later in August 2018, the Global Foreign Exchange Committee (GFXC), which developed the
code, has published an update. The document is a must-read for any corporate treasury executive with
FX responsibility for their organization.
The GFXC’s August review of the code’s progress shows that the effort has so far exceeded
expectations in terms of the “statements of commitment” (SoC) signed by market participants so far.
More than 300 had decided to sign the SoC, well above the 250 who said they would the previous
September, and as of mid-September 2018 the list contained 459 names.
Adrian Boehler, co-chair of the GFXC and global co-head of FX local markets and commodity
derivatives at BNP Paribas, said that number was heavily skewed toward sell-side firms, about 75
percent, with the rest a mixture of vendors and buyside firms, including eight nonfinancial corporates.
“We’ve created a working group focused specifically on buy-side outreach that is targeted at raising the
number of SoCs from the institutional buy-side and corporates,” Boehler said. “It is important that the
types of organization signing up to the Code reflect the diverse ecosystem of the FX market.”
That outreach so far includes getting promoters of the FXGC on the relevant conference circuits as well
as working with industry groups. So far, the GFXC has communicated mostly with non-U.S. associations,
perhaps part of the reason none of the SoC signatories so far are U.S. companies. Current corporate
signatories include Airbus, Air Liquid Finance, RTL Group SA, Financière Rémy Cointreau S.A and Shell.
However, American firms are on the radar. “You can only expect counterparties to credibly adhere to this
ethical behavior if your company is committed to do the same,” said Claas Carsten Kohl, head of treasury
reporting and middle-office at Airbus and a member of the Market Participants Group (MPG).
The MPG developed the FXGC along with the FX Working Group established by central banks.
Over a two-year span, they took into account more than 10,000 comments from all types of market
participants and associations.
In addition, Kohl said, mapping the code’s 55 principals against a corporate’s own FX infrastructure
and policies and procedures should enable treasury executives to better understand their bank
relationships: What banks are doing with their information and trades; the risk banks are taking on
and why they take certain market actions. Bank counterparties adhering to the principals will also be
more transparent about the role they are taking on in a transaction, such as whether they are acting
as principal or agent, and how they price transactions. “And all market participants, including central
banks, have an interest in ensuring the market is fair,” Kohl said.
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“Many principles do not apply to
corporates since they are purely price takers.”
Airbus notes on its website that more than half
of its revenues are denominated in US dollars
(USD), prompting it to use hedging strategies
to minimize the impact on its earnings before
interest and taxes (EBIT) from the USD volatility.
It also notes that the GFXC was developed
by major central banks and private sector FX
participants globally to restore trust and to ensure
integrity, fairness, liquidity, transparency and
effective functioning of the FX market.
“Airbus is therefore committed to the [FXGC]
and has already previously been acting in
accordance with its leading principles and
will continue to do so,” the company says.
“Airbus sees adherence to the code as a way to
demonstrate towards its stakeholders’ compliant
behaviors in the context of a wide ethics and
compliance framework.”
Kohl noted that a challenge the GFXC faces
in signing up corporates is their treasury
department’s often sparse staff. Large
multinationals may have several people focusing
specifically on FX, but a still sizable company with
subsidiaries in 20 countries may have one treasury
executive handling all the treasury functions.
However, Boehler said, for some market
participants, perhaps including corporates, not all
principles will be relevant, while others may want
to consider most to be in their scope.
“As co-vice chair of the GXFC, I encourage
all types of market participant to sign up for the
good of the industry. Not all adherence is created
equal given that different principles will apply
to different types of market participant, but all
adherence is important,” Boehler said.
Seeking proportionality
Corporates that are less active in the FX
market may determine that fewer principles are
applicable and so must be adhered to, although
most if not all of the principles are worth at
least considering. Kohl said that feedback
from nonfinancial companies when the code
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was being developed suggested they wanted
proportionality, so that the smallest and largest
market participants could adhere to it.
“Many principles do not apply to corporates
since they are purely price takers. However, it is
an opportunity to understand much better how
banks are determining prices,” Kohl said. “For
a corporate not having the capacity to check
every price in detail, transacting only with
banks who adhere to the code should ensure
that it can trust more than in the past that the
bank’s prices are fair.”
The increased transparency required by
the FXGC could change the way FX market
participants operate. Curtis Pfeiffer, chief
business officer at trading-technology vendor
Pragma Securities, said a key component of
the FXGC is trade execution, requiring banks
to be more transparent about whether they are
acting as a principal or agent and how they
demonstrate best execution.
Among the several factors that go into
measuring best execution is transaction cost
analysis (TCA), which allows institutions to
analyze trade data and measure whether they
are achieving high-quality execution.
“The FXGC may indirectly influence the
adoption of more algorithmic execution,” Pfeiffer
said. “One of the biggest contributory factors
in the growing use of TCA has been the growth
of algorithmic trading. Not only can algorithms
minimize market impact, but the granularity of
the recorded trading data can be fed back into
the decision-making process for future orders.”
Boehler added that he sees significant benefit
in reading and understanding all the principles,
while leaving each market participant to do its
own analysis to determine the principles that
are relevant to their own activity. Furthermore,
an institution signing up to the FX Global
Code sends a strong message to other market
participants about where it stands in terms of
market behavior.
For corporates, “expecting similar standards
from counterparties gives strong assurance to
shareholders that the transactions, order flow,
information and other aspects of the corporate’s
FX activity are being handled in the right way,”
Boehler said.
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LEADERSHIP

DUAL
ROLES
A conversation with
Kemmy Koh, CFO
and entrepreneur
IRA APFEL

B

eing chief financial officer is challenging enough. But
Kemmy Koh, Group CFO of Chinese Global Investors Group
in Sinagpore, also is founder and managing director of

Singapore-based Kglow SkinLab. Koh spoke to Exchange about her
dual roles.
Exchange: What are your current job responsibilities?
Kemmy Koh: I am Group Chief Financial Officer at Chinese Global Investors Group,
an investment holding company listed on the Singapore Exchange Securities. As a
member of the executive management team and the risk management committee, I
am largely responsible for the strategic financial management of the group, including
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“My experience
as a finance
professional has
set the stage for
me to incubate my
own business—
Kglow SkinLab.
I wanted and
needed a new
challenge and I
felt I had enough
under my belt to
make a bigger
impact out of
the corporate
landscape.”

corporate affairs and investor relations. I am responsible for developing business
strategies, as well as pursuing and evaluating business opportunities in Asia. This
includes acquiring, structuring, due diligence and the documentation processes of
new businesses as well as evaluation of development of business. In addition, I take
charge of the overall planning, directing and controlling of the financial activities of the
group, constituting 20 subsidiaries, including business operations, and merger and
acquisition in the South East Asia sector.
I am also the founder and managing director of Kglow Prestige Group operating
Kglow SkinLab and Kglow Diamonds. Kglow SkinLab is a boutique anti-aging skin
care and body aesthetics wellness clinic dedicated to offering the best science-based
personalized treatments while Kglow Diamonds is a bespoke jeweler and designer for
gemologist certified conflict free lab grown diamonds.
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This includes:
• Planning, implementation, managing and running
of all the finance activities of the group, including
budgeting, forecasting and negotiations
• Providing leadership, direction and management
of the finance accounting team
• Providing strategic recommendations to the
chairman, board and members of the executive
management team
• Managing the processes for financial forecasting
and budgets, and overseeing the preparation of all
financial reporting
• Advising on long-term business and
financial planning
• Establishing and developing relations with senior
management and external partners
and stakeholders
• Reviewing all formal finance, HR and IT
related procedures.
Exchange: What is your biggest challenge right now?
Kemmy Koh: As the traditional role of finance has
evolved because of new technologies, we are now
looking into a cloud-based solution to help automate
processes and overhaul business models and
operations. We are also exploring using integrated
data and analytics to help us identify opportunities for
profitable growth which sorting the adoption of digital
technologies to help us make better decisions. Another
challenge is driving growth strategy from mergers and
acquisitions to geographic expansion and organic
growth over the next 12 months. And, despite the
return of economic growth, controlling cost is also a
constant challenge.
Exchange: What do you like about your role?
Kemmy Koh: I love being a finance leader. I am
involved in every project, every strategy session and
every critical decision the company make. It gives me
great job satisfaction that significantly outweighs the
hours, the stress and the hard work. They are all part
of my life, but the payoff is having an impact on the
accountability and responsibility for the company.
I enjoy seeing the financial aspect of things, I like
knowing how well the company is doing financially.
Providing feedback and offering insights to process
improvements. Being a CFO allows me to see the
technical side of accounting as well as the operational
side of business. Being a valued resource gatekeeper, I
get to not just interact with the CEO and the board but
with other stakeholders of the company.
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Exchange: How did you start your career?
Kemmy Koh: I started my career journey as an external
auditor before progressing into commercial accountant.
It was a decision to venture into the capital market
that led me to change my focus to exploring a fund
accountant position with a private equity firm. It was
at that time that the PE firm which I was interviewing
for was on the search for a financial controller for one
of its pre-IPO companies. By a turn of events, I got the
financial controller position instead. It was my very
first listed company role and I was thrown in the deep
end immediately handling pre-IPO, listing and postIPO and eventually de-listing of the company. It was a
steep learning curve, but it came with great exposure.
I was based in China for a few years before deciding to
return to Singapore to take on my current position.
Exchange: What is your next big career goal?
Kemmy Koh: I have been in the C-suite for more
than 10 years and having the exposure to roles such
as internal audit, corporate finance, management
accounting, company set up and implementation of
software, there is a strong desire to pursue my own
vision and agenda having delivered the agenda of
others for so many years. My experience as a finance
professional has set the stage for me to incubate my
own aesthetics wellness business—Kglow SkinLab.
I wanted and needed a new challenge and I felt I had
enough under my belt to make a bigger impact out
of the corporate landscape. I am fortunate to have
a very good team of therapists to assist me in the
running and operations of the business while I am
juggling my CFO role and business-owner role at the
same time. My future plans would be to expand my
aesthetics business overseas and scale up within the
next three years.
Exchange: What was the most important lesson you
have learned in your career?
Kemmy Koh: Finance is a powerful function.
Business decisions often hinge on our financial
acumen and analytical skills. However, in today’s
challenging landscape, the ability to influence,
collaborate and communicate effectively with others
is just as important. My journey as CFO has taught
me the importance of emotional intelligence to help
me be bolder in my decision-making as it gives me
the framework to understanding the consequences
of decisions and how they might impact people, and
for incorporating that understanding into decision
making itself.

The second lesson is self-awareness—
understanding one’s strengths and weaknesses and
acting on that knowledge. CFOs are defined by the
teams they build. I build my team with the skillsets
that supplement my abilities. I then rely on their
abilities, delegate responsibility and allow them to
do it their way as by delegating, it makes them more
effective as they respond by working hard to live up
to the responsibilities entrusted to them.
Lastly, my career has forced me to develop my
business acumen and a greater understanding and
appreciation of business and how business works.
Finance to me is no longer just reporting historical
facts but setting the direction of the business.
Exchange: What is your favorite book or
publication that you recommend?
Kemmy Koh: Lean In, by Sheryl Sandberg, on how
to get more women into business leadership roles.
Exchange: What is your favorite quote?
Kemmy Koh: An idea is only one thing; execution
is everything.
Exchange: How has your forecasting and planning
process changed in recent years?
Kemmy Koh: We are now leveraging real-time
information that underpins decision making
through concise reports and easy to understand
visualization. This includes the ability to instantly
model what ifs as well as scenarios based on
risk awareness.
Exchange: How do you manage through volatility?
Kemmy Koh: In a changing world it is not the fittest
who will survive; it is the most adaptable. Hence,
we must build in resilience. With this mindset,
I adopted a resilience strategy in volatile times:
defend, diversify, decentralize and define. We have
a team trained to respond in times of crisis on top of
having insurance against any form of catastrophe.
In addition, diversification is something the
company looks at every day. We started as a
waterproofing business and have since diversified
into funds and investments. Our operations,
infrastructure and solutions are all kept in different
location to enable us to cope with unforeseeable
disruption. Lastly, we define our strategy to ensure
every team members’ goals are aligned with what
we have.

Exchange: As the CFO, you are responsible
for financial controls and capital integrity, but
companies today are focused on a “bias for action”
and “moving fast to break things.” How do you
balance these opposing forces?
Kemmy Koh: Do not get lost in translation—
meaning, translate the numbers but do not tell
people what happened. Tell them about the trends,
what the impact of those trends is and how they
can be used to grow the business or manage risk.
As CFOs we influence people in everything we do,
we need to think about being consistent
and reliable.
Exchange: What source of data is your finance
team under-utilizing?
Kemmy Koh: My team is currently using accounting
software whereby too many hours are spent pulling
together the monthly financials. We are looking at
alternative enterprise resource planning systems
that will meet our needs.
Exchange: How are you training and “upskilling”
your team?
Kemmy Koh: I believe intelligent technologies will
lead to a better and more productive future. As
these changes unfold, we must take a people centric
approach to supporting the team, which includes
re-skilling and helping them adapt to newly shaped
roles because of Artificial Intelligence.
Exchange: What do you think will be required to
become a CFO in five years?
Kemmy Koh: CFO roles have rapidly evolved with
the rise of automation as well as the complexity
of globalized capital and markets, regulatory
and business drivers. Financial function used to
be charged with protecting enterprise assets by
maintaining accurate books and guarding against
financial risk. That role has expanded to include
providing insight and direction for decision-making
across the company’s functional and market-facing
areas, as well as increasing support in strategic and
operational decision making in business in addition
to fulfilling traditional stewardship responsibilities
relating to governance compliance and control and
business ethics. In summary, future CFOs will
have to spend more time on strategic leadership,
organizational transformation, performance
management and big data and technology trends.
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Finance
Future
of
the

Keys to developing highpotential finance talent

RACHELE COLLINS, PH.D., AND NATHANAEL VLACHOS, PH.D.

KEY TAKEAWAYS:
• Finance professionals of the
future will be expected to have
expertise not only in technical skills
related to their jobs but also in
the use of data and technology.
• High-potential development
programs are targeted learning
and professional growth programs
for individuals who have been
identified by management as
having long-term potential for
performing successfully as leaders.
• Best practice high-potential
development programs often
include the following key elements:
Coaching, job rotations and
stretch assignments, relationship
building and networking, realworld cases/action learning
projects, and partnerships.
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or best practice organizations, the finance function is evolving beyond
its traditional accounting role to become a valuable partner in planning,
analysis and strategy. Recognizing that the skillsets required for future
finance leaders are changing, these organizations are effectively leveraging
high-potential development programs as part of a suite of career development
interventions to cultivate finance professionals who are data-driven, tech-savvy
and confident in driving growth through analytic and strategic expertise.
This article provides highlights from a recent research project by APQC—
Developing High-Potential Talent in Financial Management—and shares best
practices from APQC’s extensive body of research.

78 percent of survey respondents feel it is
likely or very likely that financial transaction
processing will feature some measure of robotic
processing automation in the next two years.
Needed finance skills of the future
Finance professionals of the future will be expected to have expertise not only in
technical skills related to their jobs (such as financing, accounting, or budgeting)
but also in the use of data and technology. The development of these skills is a
priority for management; 87 percent of respondents to the APQC study noted that
in-depth training in predictive analytics to finance high-potentials is an important
or essential priority for their CFO or finance director.
Survey respondents also recognize the importance of data-driven decisionmaking and becoming skilled at managing new technologies, such as robotic
process automation (RPA). For example, more than half of those surveyed say
there is a likelihood that their organizational culture will become increasingly
data-driven, and 78 percent reported that it is likely or very likely that that financial
transaction processing will feature some measure of RPA in the next two years.
Furthermore, most respondents (74 percent) feel that it will be moderately
important or very important for high-potentials to learn to drive productivity gains
by leveraging robotics in transaction processing.
Respondents also identified strategic knowledge and skills as crucial for
high-potential finance talent development: 85 percent of respondents said it was
moderately or very important that high-potentials receive training in strategic
planning, while 89 said it was moderately or very important for high-potential
finance talent to be trained to assess business risk.
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In addition to some of these more emerging skills
expected of future finance leaders, soft skills are a
perennial need for development of high-potential finance
talent. For example, training in communication skills
was rated moderately or very important for 85 percent of
survey respondents. Respondents also noted that it was
moderately important or very important for high-potentials
to be trained in change management (84 percent), listening
skills (82 percent), emotional intelligence (81 percent) and
cross functional collaboration (81 percent).
High-potential development programs are part of a
robust suite of development offerings that help prepare the
finance talent of the future in these and other critical skills.
High-potential development programs
High-potential development programs are targeted
learning and professional growth programs for individuals
who have been identified by management as having longterm potential for performing successfully as leaders.
The term “potential” generally refers to the fact that an
individual is already performing at a high level and is likely
to continue to achieve and grow further at the organization.
For finance, most organizations (81 percent of those
surveyed by APQC) feel that such programs are moderately
important or very important to develop and retain highpotential finance talent.
Most organizations identify high-potentials utilizing
performance appraisals/evaluations, 360-degree feedback,
and skills-gap assessments—a multi-pronged approach.
Almost half of survey participants reported that they
designate somewhere between 11 and 20 percent of
total finance talent as high-potential. Selecting the right
number of high-potentials for development programs is
important. Selecting too few may not yield a robust enough
group of future leaders, while selecting too many may be
expensive and weaken the purpose of the program. APQC
recommends selecting between 16 and 20 percent of the
eligible pool.
Ideally, high-potential development programs are part of
a comprehensive suite of learning and retention programs
at organizations. While many organizations leverage
high-potential development programs as incentives for
recruiting new finance talent, these programs are more
than a perk. High-potential development programs are a
valuable source of training that helps finance professionals
continue to mature their skillsets as they prepare for a
future in leadership at the organization.
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Elements of a robust high-potential
development program
According to APQC’s research, best practice highpotential development programs often include the following
key elements:
Coaching
Through coaching, high-potentials are mentored by top
executives to ensure they are succeeding in their skills
development and advancing along their career path
successfully. For example, as part of its high-potential
development program, high-potentials at Ford Motor Co.
receive executive coaching as part of the annual Global
Leadership Summit, and six additional hours of executive
coaching with company leaders outside of the summit. Most
APQC survey respondents (85 percent) said that coaching
for finance high-potentials is incorporated into talent
development programs every time or almost every time.
Job Rotations and Stretch Assignments
Most respondents (89 percent) also note that as part of
their organization’s high-potential development program,
finance high-potentials are given the opportunity for new
jobs and rotational assignments in new locations. For
example, as part of their developmental career paths,
finance talent at Schneider Electric is expected to progress
through new jobs and rotational assignments every three to
five years. To progress in their careers, finance leadership

Real-world Cases/Action Learning Projects
Best-practice organizations consistently integrate realworld cases and challenges as an important component
of finance talent development. This hands-on experience
allows valued finance talent to gain experience while
meeting the concrete goals and needs of a company. At
Maersk, for example, an entire day of its four-day faceto-face training sessions for finance business partners
focused on working on real-world cases using a problemsolving framework.
Action learning is an interactive learning process
typically involving small groups collaboratively working
on real-world problem solving. At SAS, the early-career
high-potential program features an action-learning project
and proposal to SAS executives.

talent often rotates across regions, as well as jobs, working
in the front office, back office, manufacturing and other
sectors. This variety of internal work experience empowers
finance leadership talent at Schneider Electric with a more
comprehensive view of their organization.
On a related vein, stretch assignments typically place
high-potentials in a challenging project or task to help
them “stretch” their current knowledge or skills outside
of their usual comfort zone. For example, Schneider
Electric’s high-potential development program involves
training programs, stretch assignments, action learning
projects, exposure to senior leaders, accelerated career
movements, and targeted apps.
A Focus on Relationship Building and Networking
Relationship building and networking are key objectives
of high-potential development programs. Best-practice
organizations consistently encourage and provide
opportunities for high-potentials to build relationships
with other high-potentials, employees and executives to
promote collaboration and problem solving. For example,
participants of Ford’s high-potential development
program gather for up to a week at a time as part of the
annual Global Leadership Summit. Participants stay at
the same hotel, where they have opportunities to learn
about different areas of the business and build personal
and professional networks that empower them to resolve
cross-regional and cross-unit challenges.

Partnerships
Partnerships with external learning and development
organizations are also valuable features of high-potential
development programs. Colleges, universities, and other
organizations can provide targeted training for skills in
predictive analytics, modeling, and statistics, as well as
more strategic and softer skills. For example, Cardinal
Health’s Inspire program, created in partnership with
Ohio State University, helps executives develop global and
strategic thinking skills in order to drive a more agile and
innovative culture.
Conclusion
The finance leaders of tomorrow need skills that go
beyond their traditional expertise in finance and accounting.
Best-practice organizations realize that the future of
finance is data and tech-driven and leverage high-potential
development programs as part of a comprehensive portfolio
of career development offerings to empower their highpotential finance talent to lead effectively. These programs
offer opportunities for key skills development, coaching
from executives, and job rotations that help high-potentials
with a bird’s eye view of their organization. High-potential
development programs also inculcate soft skills that are
critical to success. Ultimately, finance is a critical support
function for all organizations, and finance high-potential
development is key to helping organizations attract and
retain their valued finance talent and maintain a competitive
edge in the marketplace.
Rachele Collins, Ph.D., senior research analyst, and Nathanael
Vlachos, Ph.D., are both with APQC.
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What treasurers should know about
regional treasury centers in Hong Kong
IRA APFEL
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Corporates’ response to the regime has been
positive. In the first year of introduction, there were
already over 140 corporates benefitting from the
above amendments.

Exchange: What should companies know about the
new rules for RTCs? What has changed about the
rules, and why did the rules change?
Enoch Fung: Hong Kong has been an international
financial center (IFC). Many multinational corporations
have set up their regional headquarters and offices
to leverage on Hong Kong’s strengths as an IFC for
their Asian business. Corporates can also make use of
Hong Kong’s low and simple tax regime, as well as our
world-class financial platform including an extensive
banking network, deep capital markets, robust financial
infrastructure and effective professional services for
their corporate treasury activities.
While corporates appreciate Hong Kong’s competitive
financial services platform, there are also some
feedback that some of our tax policies can be improved
to make our overall package even more competitive.
Therefore, we have further enhanced our tax rules to
facilitate more cost-effective cross-border intra-group
financing for corporates. The Hong Kong Government
introduced a new tax rule in June 2016, which enabled
Corporate Treasury Centres (CTCs) to deduct the
interest expenses arisen from their intra-group financing
from associated corporates under specified conditions.
To further promote the development, the government
also provided a 50 percent profits tax concession for
qualifying CTCs, i.e., profits tax rate reduced from 16.5
percent to 8.25 percent. The types of activities eligible
for this tax concession include profits arising from
typical treasury functions such as financing, liquidity
management, investment, and risk management. This
CTC initiative covers not only corporates setting up
the global treasury centers in HK but also the regional
treasury centers.

Exchange: What advice would you give to a
company that wants to create an RTC in Hong
Kong? What mistakes can they avoid?
Enoch Fung: Financial management is an integral
part of a corporate’s operations. Many multinational
corporations are expanding their presence in Asia,
on the back of the growing importance of Asian
markets in their overall business. As the scales and
complexities of their businesses increase, corporates
are advised to structure their CTCs carefully based
on their own business requirements and stages of
development. Therefore, it is important for corporates
to identify the right partners such as banks,
accountants, legal advisors and consultants who
could help tailor their CTC structures to their needs
and are also familiar with the local market conditions.
It is worth mentioning that Hong Kong has a deep
pool of talents and experts who are well-experienced
in assisting corporates to structure their CTCs for
managing their treasury businesses in Asia.
When it comes to comparing the tax implications
of setting up a CTC in different places, many
corporates only look at the headline tax rate of the
CTC tax regime, and do not take into account the
various indirect taxes. For example, Hong Kong
only has three types of tax: profits tax, salary tax
and property tax. We do not have any goods and
services tax, value-added tax, estate duty or tax
on capital gains. We also do not have withholding
taxes on interest and dividend payments, which
save costs for CTCs with cross-border activities.
In fact, Hong Kong has a very competitive tax
environment even without the CTC tax regime.
According to the study, “Paying Taxes 2018,”
conducted by the World Bank and PwC, out of
190 economies in the world, Hong Kong is the
third most tax-friendly economies, after Qatar and
United Arab Emirates. Corporates should examine
a city’s CTC tax regime together with its overall tax
environment to gain a more holistic view. Again,
choosing a trusted and expert tax advisor is the key.

s companies based in the United States
expand overseas, many are choosing
to open regional treasury centers to
support operations. Where to locate the RTC, then,
is perhaps the first and most important question
treasurers must answer. One possible location is
Hong Kong, which recently enacted new regulations
to encourage RTC location there. Enoch Fung, Head
of Market Development for the Hong Kong Monetary
Authority, spoke to Exchange about why American
companies should establish their RTC in Hong Kong.
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Exchange: What are the economies of scale a typical
company achieves by setting up a treasury function in Asia?
Enoch Fung: Multinational corporations (MNCs) have been
active in developing business operations in the Asia region.
Not only does Asia provide a promising market for business
development given its huge population and rapid economic
growth, it is also an important region in MNCs’ supply chain
management as they set up their production facilities or source
goods locally. With the increasing complexity of their Asian
business operations, corporates face greater challenges such
as differences in time zones and diverging local practices,
thus making management of treasury activities from remote
headquarters less effective. Having a regional CTC in
Asia, ideally close to their regional headquarters, enables
an operating structure more scalable to support business
requirements in the region.
As a regional business hub for many MNCs, Hong Kong is
an ideal location for their CTCs in Asia. As of June 2017, there
were 283 regional headquarters and 443 regional offices set up
by various U.S. companies . Newell Brands Inc., LyondellBasell
Industries and WPP are some MNC examples that have already
set up CTCs in Hong Kong. MNCs can also make use of Hong
Kong to manage their business relationships with their peers
in Asia. Mainland China has more than 100 companies on the
Fortune Global 500 list 2018, many of which have set up their
international headquarters in Hong Kong.
Exchange: As RMB grows in popularity, what are the
benefits for corporates to use Hong Kong to manage their
RMB positions?
Enoch Fung: Hong Kong is the world’s largest offshore RMB
center. It has the world’s largest offshore RMB liquidity pool,
exceeding RMB 600 billion. As the world’s largest hub for
offshore RMB payments, it also processes over 70 percent of
international RMB payments through SWIFT. Hong Kong’s
RMB Real Time Gross Settlement system has a turnover of
around RMB 1 trillion per day. Meanwhile, Hong Kong’s RMB
FX average daily trading volume reaches USD 77 billion,
leading other international financial centers.
Corporate can use Hong Kong’s holistic platform to support
their various offshore RMB transactional needs. For example,
many corporates have set up RMB cross-border two-way cash
pooling channels within Hong Kong and Mainland China to
facilitate working capital management flows. Hong Kong has
always been the testing ground for Mainland’s new opening
policies. For example, the Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock Connect,
the Shenzhen-Hong Kong Stock Connect, and the Bond
Connect were launched between 2014 and 2017 to enable
mutual access of stock and bond markets between Mainland
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and Hong Kong. Therefore, corporates in Hong Kong can also
enjoy the first-mover advantage in the process of the Mainland’s
continuous opening of its financial markets.
Exchange: If a company operates an in-house bank domiciled
in Hong Kong, what areas do corporates need to consider (e.g.
separate legal entity requirement, currency restriction and
withholding tax on interest) in terms of doing notional pooling,
cash pooling, intercompany netting, across various Asian
countries—primarily APAC?
Enoch Fung: Hong Kong provides a regulatory environment
conducive to corporate treasury activities. Corporate treasury
activities listed in the question are considered ordinary
commercial activities in Hong Kong. There is no specific
legal entity requirement to set up a CTC unless a corporate
is considering specifically applying for the 50 percent profits
tax concession for qualifying CTCs. Hong Kong is also one of
the few jurisdictions in Asia which do not impose any control
on capital flows or foreign exchange transactions. There is no
restriction for corporates in Hong Kong to make cross-border
fund movements.
As mentioned before, Hong Kong does not impose
withholding tax on interests and dividends, which is an
important advantage when it comes to cross-border cash
pooling. Regarding the withholding tax charged by other
jurisdictions, Hong Kong has so far signed Comprehensive
Double Taxation Agreements (CDTAs) with 40 jurisdictions,
with an aim to expanding the network to over 50 jurisdictions
in the coming years. These CDTAs can help corporates further
alleviate their withholding tax costs. Many of these CDTAs also
provide highly competitive withholding tax rates when compared
to some other jurisdictions in the region.
Exchange: How can corporates leverage Hong Kong’s financing
markets? How does the Hong Kong government attract
corporates issuing bonds in Hong Kong?
Enoch Fung: Hong Kong has long been an ideal financing hub
in Asia, leveraging our well-developed financial platform, good
mix of investors and issuers coming from local and international
markets, as well as availability of professional service providers.
Hong Kong’s stock market ranked No. 1 globally in IPO
fundraising in five out of last 10 years . Hong Kong is also a
major banking hub in Asia, with total banking assets amounting
to around US$3 trillion in 2017. G3 and local currency bond
issuance in Hong Kong totalled US$467 billion, ranking third
amongst countries/economies in Asia ex. Japan, just behind
Mainland China and Korea.
Read the entire interview at www.AFPonline.org.
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Machine

PREDICTIONS
Machine learning
for finance is
applicable and
accessible
CHANDU CHILAKAPATI
AND DEVIN ROCHFORD
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here are several misperceptions that lead many
corporate finance teams to avoid investing in
machine learning. Machine learning for finance
is applicable and accessible.
Finance teams avoid machine learning
A recent PwC study found that over the next two to three
years “basic and intermediate AI,” or machine learning,
will be the single most important technology impacting the
finance function. It’s easy to see where the respondents are
coming from: The finance function, by nature, is forward
looking and machine learning’s ability to make accurate
predictions will lead to faster, more informed decisions.
Despite this, a recent Workday survey found that only 35
percent of corporate finance teams are making extensive
use of advanced analytics, including machine learning,
in key finance areas such as planning, budgeting, and
forecasting. This begs the question, why is there such a
disconnect between the perceived benefits of machine
learning and the application of the technology?

We believe there are four misperceptions leading to
approximately two-thirds of corporate finance teams
not investing in machine learning:
• Machine learning requires big data
• Machine learning requires staffing data scientists
• The cost is high with limited or unknown benefit
• It is more science fiction than true science.
We will break down these misperceptions to show
how applicable and accessible machine learning can
be in the finance function.
MISPERCEPTION: Big data is needed
Currently, the perception of many finance
professionals is that machine learning is a solution
that requires big data. Most FP&A departments don’t
have big data. Machine learning can produce extremely
effective results with small or medium data sets as
well. To illustrate this, we devised an experiment
where 30 inputs were manipulated through a variety
of mathematical techniques and then randomly
weighted to generate an output. To confuse any
prediction algorithm further, we gave half of the inputs
no weighting at all. Only the inputs and the single
output were fed into our platform, all manipulations and
weightings were hidden. By any conventional statistical
methods, our outputs resembled chaos.

We then tested selected prediction algorithms on a
scale from 10 to 100,000 observations. The results
showing the accuracy of the algorithms by number
of observations are illustrated in the graph below.
While certain algorithms struggled with smaller data
sets, others were able to learn very quickly showing
decent results with as few as 1,000 observations,
and most algorithms were over 90 percent predictive
once the number of observations increased to 5,000.
This is a clear example that the machine learning
tools don’t need a lot of data to predict better than
humans. We also see that certain algorithms are a
better fit for certain data than others. Analysts tend
to use the same tools for all problems and datasets,
but with the power of processing we can use the
right tool to solve different problems.
To use a real-world example, we were able to
utilize machine learning to produce a model to
estimate S&P Credit Ratings using only publicly
available data with approximately 40,000 quarterly
observations of public company filings. Our model
SCRE (Sample Credit Rating Estimator) started
with those observations and 400 features (data
components) per observation to produce a final
model that required fewer than 10 features and
outperformed any of the commonly used models.

Figure 1: Prediction accuracy by sample size
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Measuring the impact of data size on the accuracy of selected algorithms using Alvarez & Marsal’s
Machine Leaning Platform.
Source: Alvarez & Morsal
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From: https://imgs.xkcd.com/comics/machine_learning.png

MISPERCEPTION: Data scientists are required
By removing the need for big data from the picture,
the job description of people who leverage machine
learning to make more accurate predictions stops
resembling the qualifications of a data scientist
and starts resembling that of a traditional analyst.
Someone who can not only work with numbers but
also understand the meaning behind those numbers.
A finance function will never get completely sanitary
or clean data, it will always be heavily contextual.
No matter what you are doing with the data, you will
need people who can understand its context and
limits. Those are your analysts and managers, not
necessarily a data scientist.
It will be important to find the right partner or
staff that understand how to apply and interpret
the machine learning results, but that person isn’t
necessarily a data scientist. While having resources
with knowledge of the underlying models and
concepts is undeniably important, it would be
useless without team members who understand the
underlying data and business. This understanding
will guide how you tune your models and feed it the
right data to train the model.
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MISPERCEPTION: Prohibitive cost
Most assume that implementing machine learning
will be complicated and expensive. Combine that
with unknown benefits and it is easy to see why
only 35 percent of Finance departments have
invested in it. Our view is that these techniques
will be commonplace in Finance functions such as
FP&A and Treasury within the next few years. That
growth will increase competition among vendors and
reduce costs. The primary perceived cost to running
algorithms is processing power. However, the cost
of processing power is already low and decreasing.
Moreover, for “finance functioned sized” datasets the
processing power required isn’t nearly as great as
originally imagined.
We built our Alvarez & Marsal Machine Learning
Platform (AMMP) using Python and open source
libraries with processing and data storage powered
by AWS. In developing SCRE, our increased
monthly costs on AWS over the development
period was in the hundreds of dollars. Processing
and storage on demand is inexpensive due to the
competition between cloud service vendors and
technological advances in material science and
hardware development.
Once you jump the cost hurdle the bigger obstacle
to move forward is the feeling that the benefit is
unknown and potentially intangible. Two key
takeaways that we learned from building out SCRE
that might highlight the benefits are: the machine
corrected for our bias and outperformed any of our
prior models, and the end product created tangible
and intangible benefits beyond our stated purpose.
Imagine running a scenario analysis to
determine what your performance would be under
certain market conditions. To do this, even the
best analysts will have to make certain general
assumptions, take shortcuts and potentially
introduce certain biases in the processes. This
isn’t necessarily a fault of the analyst, it’s just
that reexamining every single assumption in
light of updated information is difficult and time
consuming. In this example, machine learning
techniques could be applied and continuously
updated over time to ensure that the predictions
are both more accurate and reflective of the most
current possible information. Not only will this
produce better results, it will also lead your analysts
to doing what they do best: asking questions and
searching for insight.

MISPERCEPTION: Science fiction
Many finance professionals feel that artificial
intelligence, deep learning, or machine learning is
still science fiction. Or if it isn’t science fiction it is
only for marketing, robots, tech companies, or tech
companies marketing robots. The truth is that tech
companies are developing and using these types of
tools and have been for over a decade. The trickle
down to the Finance department is happening
now and it is science no different than statistics
or regression analysis. The difference is that this
science is now accessible to everyone.
The science fiction or magical part of the process
is that we can combine technology and financial
know-how to collate disparate, unstructured data
sources into a useful dataset. It is no longer science
fiction that we can capture data at the SKU (stock
keeping unit) level and combine that with purchase
data for the ingredients in that product. Combining
those means that we can have a machine predict
when the next sale will be and therefore the next
ingredient purchase.

In our opinion, the biggest misperception that
keeps machine learning investment at bay is the
idea that the process is working. Machine learning
is here now, and it is accessible and applicable
to all sizes of data without the need for an army
of data scientists. The benefits are tangible and
intangible and ultimately lead to a competitive
advantage. The costs are negligible, providing
you have the right partner to guide you through
organizing your data and making the platform user
friendly for your current data analysts. Machine
learning isn’t science fiction anymore, it is already
common in all our daily lives. Most importantly, the
Finance Department is responsible for providing the
informed and accurate analysis to drive decisions
and growth using the best tools available. As part of
this mission, machine learning is an essential part
of the modern finance skillset.
Chandu Chilakapati is Managing Director and
Devin Rochford is Director Alvarez & Marsal,
Valuation Services.
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How
MUCH
Cost of capital, inside and out
BRYAN LAPIDUS, FP&A

C

ost of Capital is a term that encompasses several other, more technically precise terms that are
used by corporate finance practitioners to help trade off risk-return. Cost of Equity is the CoC as
applies to equity holders; Cost of Debt applies to debt holders; and the blended average, weighted
by the ration of equity to debt to other capital forms is the WACC, Weighted Average Cost of Capital.
Key assumption: Management is hired by investors/owners to manage their investment by running
the company in a productive and ethical manner that satisfies their expectation of the amount of money
they expect make given the risk they have accepted in the business.
It works this way:
From an external perspective, the CoC represents the equilibrium of risk and returns that an
investor is willing to accept to put money into the company. For example, if the CoC is 12 percent,
investors may be willing to put $100 on the expectation that they will receive $12 in return each year
(on average, plus compounding principal); a company with a 15 percent return may offer the promise
of more money but at additional risk.
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The internal business manager knows that the owners/investors of the company expect this return,
and so need to manage the business in a way that satisfies that return, or risk being fired or having the
owners exit the company. Management will choose a mix of projects to grow the company to at least
satisfy that return. The minimum acceptable level of returns for a portfolio becomes the CoC, the “bar”
over which investments must hurdle, and is therefore known as the “hurdle rate.” The hurdle rate may
be compared to the IRR for specific project to determine which should be accepted.
Terms of the WACC
The formula for WACC is relatively straightforward, but the challenge lies in the assumptions,
especially within the cost of equity. Keep in mind that the WACC derives from the external market
perspective brought inhouse. The basic formula is as follows:
WACC
Cost of Equity * % of capital

Cost of Debt * % of capital

Rate of return equity investors
require to make an equity
investment in a firm

Cost to the firm of borrowing funds
to finance projects.

Risk free rate + Beta*
(Market risk premium)

Interest rate*
(1-tax rate)

Cost of Other * % of capital
Other capital raised by the firm

The percent of capital is simply the share of that component divided by total capital:
Value of equity
Value (Equity+Debt+Other)

Formula and Terms

Value of debt
Value (Equity+Debt+Other)

Definition

Value of other capital
Value (Equity+Debt+Other)

Usage

Cost of Equity =
Risk free rate + Beta * (Market risk premium)
Risk free rate:

An asset without risk of default, highly
liquid and trustworthy.

Example: US Government Treasurys, due
to presumed security and ability to print
more money to meet debt obligations. The
duration of the security should match the
duration of the investment, i.e., 2-year,
10-year or 30-year bonds

Beta:

Variance (volatility) of a company’s
returns relative to the variance of
the market

Calculated by most data brokers
(Bloomberg, Google Finance, Yahoo
Finance, etc.). For unlisted companies, it is
best to find a market proxy, that is a similar
company in the market.1 Inside a company,
different betas may be used for business
lines or markets with different risk profiles.

Risk premium,
calculated as Rm-Rf

The extra return required for investors
to choose to invest in the market
(Rm) over a risk-free asset (Rf).

The precise number to use here is a subject
of tremendous debate and varies by
country. To simplify, I recommend this site:
http://pages.stern.nyu.edu/~adamodar/
New_Home_Page/datafile/ctryprem.html

The term Beta* the Risk Premium really means the expected return relative to the market. Once
you have decided to be an equity investor, it is assumed that you have a diversified portfolio, or “the
market portfolio.”2 The beta is how a company correlates to the market. Therefore, the investment is a
company’s expected return relative to the market’s expected return.
The formula requires the use of a “levered” beta, meaning one that reflects the debt/equity ratio of the company. Most data services provide levered betas. If you think your company
will be changing its debt/equity ratio, as in the case of a levered buyout, you would want to unlever the existed beta, then re-lever it at the targeted debt/equity ratio.

1

² Why is this? It is for the same reason that you don’t put all your eggs in one basket. A portfolio of one stock is more volatile than a portfolio of 10 stocks. The non-correlated factors
will move idiosyncratically and lower the aggregate risk. “The Market” is the maximum number of stocks, therefore the maximum diversified risk.
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Formula and Terms

Definition

Usage

Interest rate:

Blended rate of various debts,
revalued at market rates.

Should reflect market trading rates if
available. If not, accounting (historical)
rates may be applied as a proxy. Large
corporations will have multiple debts (bonds
of different maturities, notes, etc.) This can
be found by looking at financial statements
and calculating the interest rate paid divided
by debt outstanding at that time.

Tax rate:

The marginal tax rate most likely
to be used in the future.(Rm) over
a risk-free asset (Rf).

Without specific information, the effective
tax rate is a good proxy. Apply (1-tax)
because interest is tax deductible, and we
want to measure cash flows rather than
accounting income. Use the marginal rate
because the assumption is that we are
analyzing the next dollar of investment.3

Definition

Usage

Interest rate* (1-tax rate)

Formula and Terms

There are different types of capital that may be integrated into the company structure. Preferred shares is common,
but others exist as well. If the value of the other capital is small, the impact on the WACC will also be small.
Cost of preferred stock =
dividends per preferred
share / market price per
preferred share

How Cost of Capital helps valuation
Investors often faces the challenge of how to compare different sets of cash flows. For example, from
an external perspective, how do you compare the value of companies that range across different sizes,
maturities, industries, markets, and management? From an internal perspective, how do you select
projects with many of these same variables?
You can view both companies and their component projects as cash flow streams, then apply a net
present value calculation using the cost of capital as the discount rate to create a risk-reward trade-off
that allows for comparisons.
The challenge of comparing project with different cash flows and time characteristics
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Project 1

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

Project 2

25

50

5					

When used this way, the CoC cost of capital helps solve many different kinds of challenges for
investors and business managers
• Time value of money. Which would you rather have, $100 dollars today, or the promise of
$100 dollars in 10 years? How about $1,000 in 10 years? We understand that risk increases over
time, so we value near-term payments more than distant payments due to the eroding effects of
inflation, the risk of non-payment, or the option to take the money today and put it to work for the
future. The discount rate devalues payments further in the future.
- In the above example, if both projects are discounted by the same cost of capital at 12 percent,
Project 2 is preferable with its higher NPV). The variables of time and discount rate have an
impact on the NPV; note that if the CoC is 4 percent, then Project 1 has a higher NPV as cash
flows further out become more valuable.
- This analysis enables us to compare projects with very different cash flows on a similar basis.
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• Apply across risk: Which is more valuable, a forecasted $100 from an investment in a new
international market or $100 from an established market? CoC can be adjusted for different risks
based on where the company operates or product is sold. Emerging markets would have a higher
rate than established markets. In the above example, if project 2 is in a new, emerging market, as
opposed to a higher, current market, it will have a higher discount rate which would give it a lower
NPV; Project 1 is then preferable.
• Standardizing comparisons across assets. Which is more valuable, a marketing campaign
that brings in $1000 of revenue, or automation investment that saves $100 of cost? By focusing on
net cash flows (revenue less expenses for marketing, and expense savings for infrastructure), or
other hard-to-value measures, investments can be standardized across different businesses. If both
projects reflect net cash flows to a company, it does not matter that one is revenue based and the
other is expense savings, they are compared on their cash flow relative to company capital charge.
• Apply across capital stack: As an investor, is it riskier to have a company or project that has
capital contributions that are 0 percent, 50 percent or 100 percent debt financed? The CoC adjusts
to reflect the change in financing mix over time.
Quick aside, always use cash flows for valuation. Accounting returns include non-cash distortions
such as amortization/depreciation and revenue recognition.
Are CoC and hurdle rates absolute determinants?
If a project is independently financed, then yes, you may choose to make an investment
determination based on whether its return is greater than the cost of capital. This is because the
company capital is entirely aligned with the project (independent of other capital uses), such as buying
a company (and its capital stack) or investing in a project with its own project financing, such as a joint
venture, legal entity or subsidiary.
If you are inside a company and looking at specific initiatives, the answer becomes murkier because
a company’s capital is expended over items that drive sales, others that are overhead (the CEO needs
to be funded somehow!) Here is a hypothetical portfolio of investment options and how a CFO may
think about the investment decision.
Project

Return metric4

Decision

Project 1: Sales

18 percent

Approved, higher than hurdle rate

Project 2: Marketing

14 percent

Approved, higher than hurdle rate

Project 3: Infrastructure

13 percent

Approved, higher than hurdle rate

Project 4: Sales

13 percent

Not approved, other projects are more highly rated

Hurdle Rate:

12 percent

Project 4: Infrastructure

8 percent

Potentially approve; it is possible that not all returns to an
infrastructure project are accounted for.

Project 5: Sales

8 percent

Not approved; revenue generating projects generally need to have
higher hurdle rates

Project 4: Marketing test

3 percent

Potentially approve; possible that the strategic or educational benefits
are worth the low returns

Project X:
Regulatory requirement

0 percent

Approved, required for compliance

Weighted average
portfolio IRR

13 percent

Higher than CoC, includes growth, infrastructure, strategic
and regulatory investments

3
The 2018 Tax Cut and Jobs Act changed details about the tax shield of interest expense. For most businesses, the amount of interest shielded is 30 percent of EBITDA through 2021,
and 30 percent of EBIT thereafter, exclusive of interest income. Businesses with annual revenue below $25 million over the previous three years are exempt.

Return metrics need to be consistent with the CoC used. IRR can be compared to WACC, after-tax cash flows (EBIT*(1-tax rate) can be compared to WACC, and return on equity can
be compared to cost of equity. Accounting earnings are discouraged due to timing and non-cash treatments.

4
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Practitioners debate the role of FP&A

H

ow should an organization build up the FP&A function?
What should capital structure look like? What, in fact, is
FP&A’s role within the organization at large?
Financial planning and analysis practitioners discussed these
weighty topics and more at the recent FinNext 2018 event. FinNext
2019 will take place in Las Vegas, March 17-19. Visit www.FinNext.org
to learn more.
At a special FP&A Roundtable discussion at FinNext 2018,
sponsored by Peloton, the group was primarily focused on different
ways to build up an FP&A function.
Bryan Lapidus, FP&A, AFP’s director of FP&A and host of the
event, began by asking the group what FP&A should actually “be” as
a function.
Jonathan Crane, FP&A, CTP, senior manager for FP&A for Hamilton
Company, responded that what FP&A should be to an organization
largely depends on that particular organization’s needs. “FP&A’s
role is to help the company with where they’re going and help them
get there,” he said. “FP&A should be that part of the company that
can speak on the finance and operational side, and depending on
the company and where it’s going, that can mean different things for
different people.”
Hamilton’s FP&A department grew out of its cost accounting
group about three years ago, Crane noted. Since that time, FP&A
has developed into hybrid function involved in strategic planning
and forecasting, as well as working with IT to provide solutions for
different parts of the company. “That was a need that our company
had, and we grew to fill that vacuum,” he said.
It is not uncommon for FP&A professionals to move over from the
accounting side, or for FP&A departments to grow out of functions
like cost accounting. But while FP&A often gets conflated with
accounting, there is one key difference. “Accounting is very focused on
transactions,” said Peter Geiler, FP&A, fiscal director for Child, Family
and Community Services. “Transactions are the history. FP&A is
focused on planning—the future.”

“FP&A’s role is to
help the company
with where they’re
going and help them
get there. FP&A
should be that part of
the company that can
speak on the finance
and operational side,
and depending on
the company and
where it’s going,
that can mean
different things
for different people.”
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structure to try and meet what rating
agencies are looking for.”

“Though I have an accounting background
and a CPA, figuring out where the last $15.43
need to be booked wasn’t very exciting for me—
I like to round to the million and move on.”
A third attendee agreed, noting that
FP&A is simply a more interesting
role. “Though I have an accounting
background and a CPA, figuring
out where the last $15.43 need to be
booked wasn’t very exciting for me—I
like to round to the million and move
on,” he said. “So I always had an
accounting manager under me and he
was in charge of the history, and I’m
in charge of the future.”
Capital structure
One area that FP&A struggles with
is how far into the future it should
look. That brings up questions in
terms of capital structure and FP&A’s
role in it. “I like to think that we are
the planners and we look into the
long-term,” said one practitioner. “And
so you think about capital structure
and do you have a picture of your
capital structure five years down the
road? I think [capital structure] is an
FP&A function, but maybe if we had
someone from treasury, they would
say that it’s their responsibility.”
Lapidus then asked the group
whether FP&A or treasury has
ownership of capital structure at
their organizations.
Geiler responded the question of
responsibility over capital structure
largely depends on the time scale and
the type of industry. “In construction,
if you’re building a high-rise, it’s not
a 30-day job—it’s four or five years.
But you look at other industries like
nonprofits, which is where I’m at,
we rely on the federal government
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for funding. We’re worried about the
next 90 days because that’s all we
have funding for. So there’s a huge
difference around industry when you
look at your planning horizon,” he said.
Another FP&A practitioner
responded that, again, it comes down
to industry. In his sector, real estate,
treasury is primarily focused on
short-term investment. “But really,
what’s happening at a property
that’s generating revenue and that’s
possibly for sale—it’s really going
to be FP&A that is going to provide
treasury with what that longer term
cash outlay for inflow is going to be,”
he said.
Capital structure is forward-looking
and is, in some ways, dictated by
Wall Street, said another attendee.
“Depending upon where you’re bond
ratings are, it will determine where
your capital structure should be, and a
lot of that is based on benchmarking
in your particular industry,” he said.
“So if you’re trying to improve your
credit rating, part of that is your
capital structure that you’re trying to
build. Are you overleveraged, or not
leveraged enough? I think that is all
taken into consideration.”
The practitioner added that, at
his organization, capital structure is
handled by a combination of FP&A
and treasury. “We have the long range
financial forecast, but we work with our
treasury group,” he said. “Oftentimes,
we’ll work on different financings that
they might be able to carry out going
forward, which will adjust our capital

Involvement with operations
FP&A has also generally become
more and more involved with
operations. Lapidus next asked the
group to what degree FP&A is involved
across the organization.
Crane responded that his FP&A
function is “heavily involved” in
the operations. He meets with the
operations people on a daily basis,
sometimes more than he meets with
finance or accounting. “In our situation,
we’re a fast-growing company in
biotech. And we do manufacturing,
so it’s a lot capital,” he said. “We have
to plan our capacities to produce
according to our demands, which keep
skyrocketing. So I’ve been working
with operations on a continuous daily
basis so we can look forward enough
and make sure we have appropriate
infrastructure for when we grow to a
certain spot.”
Jake Bailey, FP&A, vice president
and CFO of Crestline Investors, said
that he essentially sees FP&A as a
hub. “Of course, we all want to think
we’re the center of the company,” he
said. “But traditionally, accounting
and finance were siloed. FP&A grew
out of the need for people who can
learn technical aspect, who can work
with IT and operations.”
At one of his former companies,
Bailey was actually moved out of
accounting to work directly under the
COO. “I had become such an important
business partner that the accounting
department didn’t really know what
I was talking about anymore but the
COO did,” he said. “I think part of
FP&A’s job is to break those siloes
down and be the center of the company,
in a way. And because of that, I think
the executive team can look to FP&A
and say, ‘These guys always know
what’s going on everywhere.’”
Learn more at www.FinNext.org.
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Results from the 2018 AFP Technology Survey

C

orporate treasury and finance executives
are enthusiastic about emerging
technologies such as blockchain, artificial
intelligence and robotic process automation. Yet,
new research by the Association for Financial
Professionals reveals that many treasury and
finance professionals have yet to implement these
technologies within their functions.
Based on 708 responses, the 2018 AFP Technology
Survey, underwritten by BELLIN, not only found that
implementation of emerging technologies is low, but
in addition many organizations do not have plans to
deploy them. Only 6 percent of firms utilize blockchain
or distributed ledger technology; 79 percent have
no plans to do so. Just 11 percent utilize artificial
intelligence; 70 percent have no plans to do so.
Although implementation levels are low for these
emerging technologies— Robotic Process Automation
(RPA), Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence (AI)
and Blockchain/Distributed Ledger Technology—

many respondents believe these technologies will
have a positive impact on efficiency, even if only to
some extent.
Fully 41 percent of survey respondents believe
treasury and finance staff haven’t considered that
new technologies could make them obsolete at their
jobs, while 34 percent are expressing some unease.
Only 7 percent are extremely concerned that these
technologies could leave them unemployed while
the remaining 17 percent are indifferent as they are
equipped to work alongside these new technologies.
“The gap between enthusiasm for emerging
technologies and implementation is very troubling,”
said Jim Kaitz, president and CEO of AFP. “These
technologies are disrupting every organization—
especially the finance function. If treasury and
finance do not embrace these emerging technologies
and implement them to help make their organizations
more successful, they risk being left behind by
innovators inside and outside their organizations.”
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Low implementation Emerging Technologies is Low
Implementation of emerging technologies is currently low at a majority of companies, and
many organizations do not have plans to implement them either. An exception is Data
Analytics; 53 percent of organizations have either implemented it extensively or to some extent.

IMPLEMENTATION OF EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES WITH TREASURY AND FINANCE FUNCTION
Percentage Distribution of Organizations

16%

Data Analytics

Internet of Things (IoT)

5%

37%

13%

Robotic Process Automation 3%

13%

17%

Machine Learning

12%

17%

30%

69%

18%

62%

18%

68%

2%
Blockchain/Distributed
Ledger Technology

5%

16%

78%

1%
10%

Artificial Intelligence

20%

69%

1%
Cryptocurrencies

6%

92%		

2%
Implemented Extensively

Implemented to Some Extent

Will Implement in the Next 1-2 Years

Not Implemented and No Plans to Do So

Source: 2018 AFP Technology Survey.

Senior management on board
Nearly 50 percent of senior management at organizations are either willing or very willing to
adopt these emerging technologies. A larger share of decision makers at larger companies (with
annual revenue of at least $1 billion) and those from publicly owned organizations are more
eager to implement these emerging technologies than are their peers from smaller companies
or privately held ones.
A smaller but material percentage of treasury and finance professionals do report that
senior management at their organizations is reluctant to implement these technologies.
The primary reasons are high implementation costs and uncertainty about the return on
investment (ROI).
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WILLINGNESS OF SENIOR MANAGEMENT TO ADOPT
EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES
Percentage Distribution of Respondents

WHY SENIOR MANAGEMENT IS UNWILLING TO
ADOPT EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES
Percentage of Respondents

8%
Very unwilling

29%

Unwilling

38%

19%
Very Willing

28%
Willing

High implementation costs

52%

Unsure of ROI

51%

Resistance to learning the
emerging technology/technologies

35%

Want to avoid change

25%

Overwhelmed by staﬀ training required

20%

Other

22%

Source: 2018 AFP Technology Survey.

Somewhat Willing

Source: 2018 AFP Technology Survey.

Treasury only partly prepared
About one in five treasury and finance staff (21 percent) indicates that their teams are fully
prepared to work with emerging technologies, while 37 percent are unprepared. The remaining
share believes they are somewhat prepared.
PREPAREDNESS OF TREASURY AND FINANCE STAFF
TO WORK WITH EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES
Percentage Distribution of Respondents

8%
Signiﬁcantly
Unprepared

THE REASONS STAFF ARE UNPREPARED ARE VARIED,
BUT THOSE CITED MOST OFTEN ARE:

4%
Signiﬁcantly Prepared

17%
Prepared

29%

– Culture of organization does not lend
itself to implementing these technologies
cited by 57 percent of respondents
– Organization has not provided adequate
training resources 52 percent
– Technology advancement is rapid and
difficult to keep up 52 percent

Unprepared

42%
Somewhat Prepared

Source: 2018 AFP Technology Survey.

Read the entire survey at www.AFPonline.org/research.
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JUNE – JULY 2018 CTPS & CTPAS
AFP would like to recognize all of the newly designated CTPs
and CTPAs from the 2018A (June-July 2018) testing window.
When working in treasury and finance, achieving the Certified
Treasury Professional designation denotes credibility in your
profession. These are professionals who have demonstrated
the required knowledge, skills and abilities to meet this global
standard of excellence.
The following financial professionals have successfully
completed the rigorous examination requirements to earn
their CTP or CTPA designation. They should be congratulated
for their achievement and praised for reaching this level of
finance professionalism.
CERTIFIED TREASURY
PROFESSIONAL (CTP)
Amr Abdelghany Abdelfattah, CTP
Senior Treasury Analyst
Cairo
EGYPT
Tarek Abdullah, CTP
Treasury Manager
Industrial Projects Development
Company (Autocool)
Obour City
EGYPT
Kyle Abplanalp, CTP
Senior Bank Accounting Analyst
- Reporting
Clearfield, UT
UNITED STATES
Francis Adduci, CTP
Director
BMO Capital Markets
Bethlehem, PA
UNITED STATES
Sumiko Agena, CTP
Vice President, Relationship
Manager
US Bank
Newport Beach, CA
UNITED STATES
Shiraz Ahmed, CTP
Treasurer - Treasury
Pakistan Microfinance
Investment Company Limited
Islamabad
PAKISTAN
Murad Al Rimawi, CTP
Treasury & Reconciliations
Manager
The Group Securities
Doha
QATAR
Eni Alaga, CTP
Kitchener, ON
CANADA
Abdullah Alameel, CTP
Executive Manager Trade
Products & Services
Alrajhi Bank
Riyadh
SAUDI ARABIA

Pamela Aldridge, CTP
Treasury Analyst
BlueShore Financial
Vancouver, BC
CANADA
Robert Alexander, CTP
SVP Tax
Ralph Lauren
Millburn, NJ
UNITED STATES
Rana Ali, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Amer Group Holding
EGYPT
Rizwan Ali, CTP
Treasury System Consultant
FIS Systems (Middle East)
Sharjah
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Abdullah Al-Khaled, CTP
Director, Treasury and Payment
Solutions
Bank Of Montreal
Toronto, ON
CANADA
Mohamed Allam, CTP
Business Relationship Manager
Bank of The West
Los Angeles, CA
UNITED STATES
Sang Hyeon An, CTP
Consultant
Studio City, CA
UNITED STATES
Jennie Andersen, CTP
Tax & Treasury Manager
Ability Network Inc
Minneapolis, MN
UNITED STATES
Nicholas Anderson, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Allegis Group, Inc.
Severn, MD
UNITED STATES
Alexander Antell, CTP
Senior Analyst, Debt Managment
Harvard University
Watertown, MA
UNITED STATES

Jon Albert, CTP
Treasury Analyst
PVH Corp.
Somerville, NJ
UNITED STATES
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Anis Anwar, CTP
Senior Relationship Manager,
Corporate Banking
National Bank of Fujairah
Dubai
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Hugo Arenas, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Wilsonart International, Inc.
Austin, TX
UNITED STATES
Rowan Atkins, CTP
Associate Director -Global Cash
Management
Scotiabank
Pickering, ON
CANADA
Halie Auch, CTP
Treasury Manager
Welbilt Inc
Cleveland, WI
UNITED STATES
Pathomporn Aung-Aphinant, CTP
Future Electronics
Montreal, QC
CANADA
Dustin Autry, CTP
Finance Supervisor
Citizens National Bank
Meridian, MS
UNITED STATES
Amr Azab, CTP
Treasury Section Head
El Sewedy Electrometer Egypt
Giza
EGYPT
Ian Baird, CTP
Account Manager
Stone Coast Fund Services
Portland, ME
UNITED STATES
Kerri Baker, CTP
Cash Manager
State of Rhode Island - Treasury
Warwick, RI
UNITED STATES
Alexander Balleh, CTP
VP, Head of Finance
FIA Technology Services
Washington, DC
UNITED STATES

Masiku Banda, CTP
Principal Management Analyst
East Bay Municipal Utility District
Pinole, CA
UNITED STATES

Marina Bobylov, CTP
Associate Director
UTC
Farmington, CT
UNITED STATES

Paul Banks, Sr., CTP
Treasury Manager
Pioneer Natural Resources
Company
Grand Prairie, TX
UNITED STATES

Adrienne Bogdanowicz, CTP
Regional Director
Wells Fargo Asset Management
Los Angeles, CA
UNITED STATES

Claudia Barna, CTP
Treasury Lead
Smithfield Romania SRL
Timisoara
ROMANIA
Karen Basu, CTP
Financial Institutions Derivative
Sales
Rabobank
New York, NY
UNITED STATES
Kelley Beck, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Lithia Motors Inc
Medford, OR
UNITED STATES
Barrett Belair, CTP
Corporate Finance Manager
CarMax
Richmond, VA
UNITED STATES
Marcus Belanger, CTP
Controller
The CFO Group, Inc.
Birmingham, MI
UNITED STATES
Jean Belizaire, CTP
SunTrust
Miami, FL
UNITED STATES
Daniel Beuning, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Allianz Life Insurance Company
of North America
Minneapolis, MN
UNITED STATES
Priyanka Bhattarai, CTP
Senior Associate
Pfizer Inc.
New York, NY
UNITED STATES
Pramod Bhattiprolu, CTP
Senior Manager Corporate
Treasury
Alghanim Industries
Kuwait
KUWAIT
William Black, CTP
Assistant Treasurer
Meritage Homes
Anthem, AZ
UNITED STATES
Carlo Antonio Blanco Limgenco, CTP
Assistant Treasurer
BMW Bank of North America
Salt Lake City, UT
UNITED STATES
Daniella Boanova Lobo, CTP
TRM
MUFG Union Bank
New York, NY
UNITED STATES

Kurtiss Bogott, CTP
Finance Manager
Plote Inc.
Hoffman Estates, IL
UNITED STATES
Juan Bolona Serrano, CTP
Product Manager
Citibank
New York, NY
UNITED STATES
Rowena Bosticky, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Western Union Business Solutions
Sydney, New South Wales
AUSTRALIA
Christopher Boulas, CTP
Senior Treasury Manager
Nuance Communications, Inc.
Medford, MA
UNITED STATES
Kha (Jadey) Brandeberry, CTP
Senior Fraud Analyst
Goldman Sachs Bank USA
Draper, UT
UNITED STATES
Kristin Bright, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Wheelabrator Technologies Inc.
Newmarket, NH
UNITED STATES
Jason Brunn, CTP
Treasury Management Officer
PNC Bank
Cleveland, OH
UNITED STATES
Joel Bryan, CTP
VP, Corporate Treasurer
MedStar Health
Columbia, MD
UNITED STATES
Khamnauth Budhu, CTP
Treasury Manager
Pay O Matic Corp
Baldwin, NY
UNITED STATES
Raymond Byron, CTP
Assistant Controller
Stock Yards Bank & Trust
Company
Louisville, KY
UNITED STATES
Glena Cabrera, CTP
Rothmans, Benson & Hedges Inc.
North York, ON
CANADA
Lee Carey, CTP
Senior Accountant
Federated Investors, Inc.
Pittsburgh, PA
UNITED STATES

Scott Carrico, CTP
Investment Analyst
Wyndham Vacation Ownership
Parsippany, NJ
UNITED STATES
Andrew Ceci, Jr., CTP
Treasurer
NCC Media
Bloomfield, NJ
UNITED STATES
Adam Celayeta, CTP
Treasury Management Consultant
Wells Fargo
San Francisco, CA
UNITED STATES
Joshua Chaffin, CTP
Treasury Management Analyst
Wells Fargo
Tacoma, WA
UNITED STATES
Basab Chakrabarty, CTP
Senior Manager - Finance &
Treasury
Toyota Financial Services India
Limited
Bangalore, Karnataka
INDIA
Brandon Chambers, CTP
Senior Treasury Manager
Conn's
Houston, TX
UNITED STATES
Wai Ho Chan, CTP
Bank Of China (Hong Kong)
Limited
Hong Kong,
HONG KONG
Han Chang, CTP
AVP
Cit Group Inc
Morris Plains, NJ
UNITED STATES
Harshit Chatur, CTP
Director - Finance
NRG Energy, Inc.
Katy, TX
UNITED STATES
Farhan Chaudhary, CTP
RBC Royal Bank
Toronto, ON
CANADA
Ajit Chauhan, CTP
Senior Financial Reporting
Manager
General Electric
Marietta, GA
UNITED STATES

Zheng Yang Chiew, CTP
Structured Trade Manager
Singapore
SINGAPORE
Shawn Christian, CTP
Senior Vice President
Arvest Bank
Maumelle, AR
UNITED STATES
Bogdan Ciobanu, CTP
Director, Relationship Management
Citi
New York, NY
UNITED STATES
Damon Coleman, CTP
Sr. Treasury Analyst
Wide Open West Inc
Colorado Springs, CO
UNITED STATES
Julie Cooper, CTP
Treasury Sales Officer
SunTrust
Raleigh, NC
UNITED STATES
Elizabeth Correia, CTP
Financial Operations Manager
City of San Diego, California
Chula Vista, CA
UNITED STATES
Anna Cortes, CTP
Treasury Management Sales
Analyst
Wells Fargo
Santa Clara, CA
UNITED STATES
Karen Cotton, CTP
Treasury Management Officer
Frontier Bank Of Texas
Elgin, TX
UNITED STATES
DeLise Cuadra, CTP
Inspire Brands
Atlanta, GA
UNITED STATES
Julia DalPezzo, CTP
Project Manager
Wells Fargo Bank NA
San Francisco, CA
UNITED STATES
Dorothy David, CTP
Director of Treasury, Credit &
Insurance
AVX Corporation
Fountain Inn, SC
UNITED STATES

Shuhui Chen, CTP
New York, NY
UNITED STATES

Eline De Muynck, CTP
Manager Treasury Solutions
Deloitte
Zedelgem
BELGIUM

Hwee Ping Cheng, CTP
Cash Planning Manager
Rio Tinto
Singapore
SINGAPORE

Kristina Deblois, CTP
Cash Manager
Tucson Electric Power Company
Tucson, AZ
UNITED STATES

Chi Yat Cheung, CTP
Controller
Belcampo
Alameda, CA
UNITED STATES

Cynthia Deen, CTP
Senior Treasury Analyst
Wolters Kluwer
Riverwoods, IL
UNITED STATES

John Denison, CTP
Treasury Manager
Boeing Capital Corporation
Maple Valley, WA
UNITED STATES

Suzanne Dutoit, CTP
Cash Manager
J.R. Simplot Company
Boise, ID
UNITED STATES

Eric Ferson, CTP
Marsh & McLennan Companies Inc.
New York, NY
UNITED STATES

Robert Dia, CTP
Montclair, NJ
UNITED STATES

Subhrajit Dutt, CTP
Senior Consultant
Deloitte
Houston, TX
UNITED STATES

Jeremiah Flynn, CTP
Accounting Supervisor
Federated Life Insurance
Company
Owatonna, MN
UNITED STATES

Dana Earles, CTP
Treasurer
OCC
Chicago, IL
UNITED STATES

John Foy, CTP
Senior Funding Adminstrator
Caterpillar Inc
Washington, IL
UNITED STATES

Ahmed Mohamed Reda Eissa
Gaballa, CTP
Chief Accountant
AlJammaz Group
Riyadh
SAUDI ARABIA

Margaret Francez, CTP
Treasury Management Sales Analyst
Iberia Bank
New Orleans, LA
UNITED STATES

Omar Diaz Becerril, CTP
Treasury Manager
Grupo Bimbo, S.A.B. de C.V.
Alvaro Obregon
MEXICO
Anthony DiRico, CTP
Vice President
Pershing
Monroe, NJ
UNITED STATES
Emily Dobrosavljevic, CTP
Treasury Manager
Forterra
Irving, TX
UNITED STATES
Victor Dominguez, CTP
Financial Analyst
Seacoast Banking Corporation
of Florida
Orlando, FL
UNITED STATES
Jessica Donachy, CTP
Treasury Sales Officer
SunTrust
Raleigh, NC
UNITED STATES
Noelle Donselaar, CTP
Enterprise Payments Risk
Manager
Capital One
Richmond, VA
UNITED STATES
Ernest Dorsey, IV, CTP
Senior Treasury Analyst
Fox Entertainment Group
Santa Monica, CA
UNITED STATES
David Dowty, CTP
Fiat Chrysler Automobiles FCA
Bloomfield Hills, MI
UNITED STATES
Elsa Doyle, CTP
Executive Director
Morgan Stanley
Wyckoff, NJ
UNITED STATES
Jason Drager, CTP
Treasury Associate II
Marsh & McLennan Companies Inc.
Clive, IA
UNITED STATES
Justin Duell, CTP
Manager - Cash Management
Cortland Capital
Carmel, IN
UNITED STATES
Marco Dunn, CTP
Executive Director
Standard Chartered Bank
Chatham, NJ
UNITED STATES

Macarena Elias, CTP
Treasury Mangament Support
Consultant - Operations
Bala Cynwyd, PA
UNITED STATES
Travis Ellis, CTP
Associate - Finance Leader
Program
CUNA Mutual Group
Madison, WI
UNITED STATES
Emad Elmesalami, Sr., CTP
Capex and Treasury Manager
KUDU Company for Food and
Catering
Riyadh
SAUDI ARABIA
Keil Erickson, CTP
Treasury Administrator
Dick's Sporting Goods, Inc.
Coraopolis, PA
UNITED STATES
Dwight Eskew, CTP
Credit Manager
Aaon, Inc.
Tulsa, OK
UNITED STATES
Morgan Falconer, CTP
Treasury Manager
Illinois Farm Bureau
Bloomington, IL
UNITED STATES
Yahui Fan, CTP
Cash Management - Product
Specialist
ICBC
Jersey City, NJ
UNITED STATES
Antonio Feliciano, CTP
Treasury Management Officer III
Comerica Bank
Frisco, TX
UNITED STATES
Tommy Fernandez, CTP
Capital One Bank
New York, NY
UNITED STATES
Elida Ferreira de Almeida, CTP
Treasury Officer
Inter-American Investment
Corporation
Arlington, VA
UNITED STATES

Paul Franek, IV, CTP
Senior Treasury Associate
Prudential Financial
West Caldwell, NJ
UNITED STATES
Kevin Frische, CTP
Cash Management Officer
Bank of Hawaii Corporation
Honolulu, HI
UNITED STATES
Jorge Galvez, CTP
Treasury Management Sales
Analyst
Wells Fargo Bank
Willowbrook, IL
UNITED STATES
Eli Garcia, CTP
Treasury Analyst
LPL Financial
San Diego, CA
UNITED STATES
Jennifer Garrison, CTP
SFA
Pinnacle Entertainment, Inc.
Las Vegas, NV
UNITED STATES
Gary Gaudette, CTP
Treasury Team Leader
Hypertherm Inc.
Hanover, NH
UNITED STATES
Lan Ge, CTP
Treasury manager
Questrade Inc.
North York, ON
CANADA
John Gerster, CTP
VP of F,P,&A
iHeartMedia, Inc.
Norwalk, CT
UNITED STATES
Richard Gibson, CTP
Vice - President - Treasury Sales
Officer
Bank of America Merrill Lynch
Port Washington, NY
UNITED STATES
Vicky Giesbrecht, CTP
Sr. Financial Analyst-Special
Projects
Vecima Networks Inc.
Saskatoon, SK
CANADA
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Marcus Johnson, Sr., CTP
Treasury Manager
Baylor
Houston, TX
UNITED STATES

Mariama Larson, CTP
Cash Management Analyst
Xcel Energy
Minneapolis, MN
UNITED STATES

Manjula Kasturi, CTP
Vice President Finance
Abu Dhabi Investment Company
Abu Dhabi
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Ho Kan Lau, CTP
Bank Of China (Hong Kong)
Limited
Hong Kong
CHINA

Xiankui Hu, CTP
Professor of Finance
Arkansas State University
Jonesboro, AR
UNITED STATES

Christopher Kenney, CTP
Technical Implementation
Manager
Citi
Newark, DE
UNITED STATES

Adam Lavigne, CTP
Treasury Analyst
MEG Energy Corp.
Calgary, AB
CANADA

Dustin Henry, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Sunrise Medical US LLC
Arvada, CO
UNITED STATES

Jie Huang, CTP
Finance Manager
Dornier MedTech GmbH
Singapore
SINGAPORE

Gregory Klimczak, CTP
Manager, Treasury Services
Henry Crown & Co
Chicago, IL
UNITED STATES

Stephan Grimm, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Save-A-Lot
Hazelwood, MO
UNITED STATES

Ken Hessel, CTP
Portfolio Manager
United Community Bank
Atlanta, GA
UNITED STATES

Jing Huang, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Chart Industries, Inc.
Alpharetta, GA
UNITED STATES

Courtney Koening, CTP
Treasury Analyst
University of Texas at Dallas
Hurst, TX
UNITED STATES

Bethany Grover, CTP
Sr. Accountant/Consultant
KPMG LLP
Calgary, AB
CANADA

Joseph Hinneh, CTP
Treasurer
Ernst & Young
Fort Mill, SC
UNITED STATES

Brian Hughes, CTP
CPA
The Schaffer Group, PC
Aurora, CO
UNITED STATES

Bryce Kolwicz, CTP
Indianapolis, IN
UNITED STATES

Sheng Gu, CTP
Sr. Treasury Analyst
Infinera Corporation
Sunnyvale, CA
UNITED STATES

Cynthia Kammy Ho, CTP
Product Manager
Bank Of China (Hong Kong)
Limited
Hong Kong
HONG KONG

Kevin Huxoll, CTP
Treasury Manager
Levi Strauss
Eugene, OR
UNITED STATES

Samantha Giunta, CTP
Fund Controller
ASB Capital Management
Kensington, MD
UNITED STATES

Fawad Hashmi, CTP
Manager
Nestlé
Twinsburg, OH
UNITED STATES

Stephen Gobbo, CTP
Director, Cash Operations
Global Brands Group-Khq
Investment
Greensboro, NC
UNITED STATES

Jean Hector, CTP
Treasury Analyst
NCCI Holdings Inc
Fort Lauderdale, FL
UNITED STATES

Molly Graniello, CTP
Treasury Manager
Plh Group INC
Fort Worth, TX
UNITED STATES

Jacob Heger, CTP
Supervisor Banking
Administration
Nexeo Solutions, LLC
Spring, TX
UNITED STATES

Ednifa Green, CTP
Account Reconciliation
Army Airforce Exchange
Dallas, TX
UNITED STATES

Yuyang Guo, CTP
Risk Management Associate
JPMorgan Chase
Forest Hills, NY
UNITED STATES
Melinda Hahn, CTP
Deposit & Payment Solutions
Relationship Manager
U.S. Bank
Denver, CO
UNITED STATES
Eric Haines, CTP
Healthcare Treasury
Management Officer
PNC Bank
Cincinnati, OH
UNITED STATES

Mark Hogan, CTP
Treasury Analyst
OneAmerica Financial Partners, Inc.
Indianapolis, IN
UNITED STATES
Eric Hogg, CTP
Associate, Banknotes Exposure,
Global Wholesale Banknotes
Bank of America Merrill Lynch
Toronto, ON
CANADA
Lisa Hoke, CTP
Senior Banking Officer
IMCOM-G9
JBSA Fort Sam Houston, TX
UNITED STATES

Philipp Haller, CTP
Head Treasury Switzerland
Leonteq Securities AG
Zurich, ZH
SWITZERLAND

D.S. Hopkins, CTP
Analyst
Bedford Heights, OH
UNITED STATES

Mark Hamdan, CTP
Business Manager
JPMorgan Chase
Metairie, LA
UNITED STATES

John Hopper, CTP
Project Manager-Financial
Systems Analyst
Dallas County Community
College District
Mesquite, TX
UNITED STATES

Jason Hanson, CTP
Treasury Manager
Rollins, Inc.
Atlanta, GA
UNITED STATES
Roberta Harding, CTP
VP & Treasury Management Mgr
Farmers National Bank
Niles, OH
UNITED STATES

Melissa Hotzoglou, CTP
Vice President Foreign
Exchange Risk Management
JP Morgan Chase
Bayside Hills, NY
UNITED STATES
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Richard Howe, CTP
Manager, Cash Management
Candian Imperial Bank of
Commerce
Halifax, NS
CANADA
Roger Howell, CTP
Senior Treasury Analyst
Sanofi
Hamilton, NJ
UNITED STATES

Omer Ibrahim, CTP
Treasurer
Tricon Energy, Inc.
Houston, TX
UNITED STATES

Ashley Krause, CTP
Analyst
Redbridge DTA
Houston, TX
UNITED STATES
Melanie Kvistad, CTP
Sr. Treasury Analyst
Motorola Solutions, Inc.
Carpentersville, IL
UNITED STATES

Thomas Jabro, CTP
Treasury Management Officer
PNC Bank
Philadelphia, PA
UNITED STATES

Peter Laanisto, CTP
Assistant Finance/Treasury
Manager
Enterprise Community
Investment Inc.
Columbia, MD
UNITED STATES

Eric Jacobsen, CTP
Treasury Analyst II
Tesla, Inc.
San Mateo, CA
UNITED STATES

Diane Laborde, CTP
Cash Audit Specialist
Lazy Dog Restaurants
Huntington Beach, CA
UNITED STATES

Mohammad Mahmoud Jallad, CTP
Treasury Supervisor
National Technology Group
Riyadh
SAUDI ARABIA

Robert Lacey, CTP
Treasury Services Relationship
Manager
BankPlus
Jackson, MS
UNITED STATES

Kelly Jensen, CTP
VP, Treasury Services Sales
Advisor
Eastern Bank
Nashua, NH
UNITED STATES
Ao Jiao, CTP
Senior Consultant, Financial
Accounting Advisory Service
Ernst &Young, LLP
New York, NY
UNITED STATES
Cole Johnson, CTP
Treasury Manager
Young Living Essential Oils
Cedar Hills, UT
UNITED STATES

Chun Wing Lai, CTP
Product Manager
Bank Of China (Hong Kong)
Limited
Hong Kong
CHINA
Sau Wing Lam, CTP
Senior Product Manager
Bank Of China (Hong Kong)
Limited
Hong Kong
CHINA
Michael Larsen, CTP
APAC Head of Liquidity Product
HSBC Asset Management
Hong Kong
CHINA

Stacy Le-Cao, CTP
Director, Treasury Operations
Navient Corporation
Reston, VA
UNITED STATES
Cherie Lee, CTP
Treasury Managment Officer
JPMorgan Chase Bank
Tempe, AZ
UNITED STATES
Ky-Won Lee, CTP
Sr. Vice President Treasury
Unibail-Rodamco-Westfield
Stevenson Ranch, CA
UNITED STATES
Lai Kit Lee, CTP
Product Manager
Bank Of China (Hong Kong)
Limited
Hong Kong
HONG KONG
Sunny Lee, CTP
Treasury Management Sales
Consultant
Wells Fargo Bank
Bellevue, WA
UNITED STATES
Suyoung Lee, CTP
Finance Assistant
CJ America
Los Angeles, CA
UNITED STATES
Stefaan Lepoutre, CTP
Treasury Advisory
Deloitte
Kortrijk
BELGIUM
Claudia Leslie, CTP
Relationship Manager
U.S. Bank
Seattle, WA
UNITED STATES
Mario Lessing, CTP
Managing Director
UBS
Koenigstein
GERMANY
Cui Li, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Jabil Inc.
Tampa, FL
UNITED STATES
Xiaolong Liang, CTP
Assistant Director in Finance
Department
ChemChina Petrochemical
Co., Ltd.
Beijing
CHINA

Mitchell Litwiller, CTP
Treasury Liquidity Specialist
Volkswagen Group of America, Inc.
Herndon, VA
UNITED STATES

Erik Martinez, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Latham & Watkins LLP
Los Angeles, CA
UNITED STATES

Peter Mullany, CTP
AVP
Federal Home Loan Bank
Pelham, NY
UNITED STATES

IfeOluwapo Oladapo-Dixon, CTP
Portfolio Manager
Fbn Capital Limited
Lagos
NIGERIA

Matthew Lizzio, CTP
Cash Management Sales
Associate
Santander Bank NA
Boston, MA
UNITED STATES

Allison Mazurek, CTP
Senior Treasury Analyst
ArcelorMittal
Chicago, IL
UNITED STATES

Andreea Muresan, CTP
Sr Treasury Manager
Quicken Loans
Detroit, MI
UNITED STATES

Mobolaji Olaleye, CTP
Head Treasury Operations
Union Bank Plc
Lagos
NIGERIA

Joshua McGill, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Tennessee Valley Authority
Knoxville, TN
UNITED STATES

Stephany Musino, CTP
Treasury Management Sales
Consultant
Wells Fargo
Miami, FL
UNITED STATES

Omer Osman, CTP
Treasury Assistant
Oilibya
Dubai
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Karla London, CTP
Credit Analyst
Oceaneering International
Fair Oaks Ranch, TX
UNITED STATES
Jarrod Long, CTP
Treasury Management Officer
Westfield Bank
Medina, OH
UNITED STATES
Kristie Lowe, CTP
Senior Financial Analyst
Pennsylvania State Employees
Credit Union
Harrisburg, PA
UNITED STATES
Ivy Luu, CTP
Sr Implementation Managerer
Citi
Brampton, ON
CANADA
Tam Luu, CTP
Treasury Associate
JPMorgan
Arleta, CA
UNITED STATES
Christopher Lynn, CTP
Cash Management Analyst
Lifespace Communities
West Des Moines, IA
UNITED STATES
Andrew Lyons, CTP
Consulant, Treasury Operations
UnitedHealth Group
Incorporated
East Longmeadow, MA
UNITED STATES

Tom McNeill, CTP
Senior Relationship Manager
RBC Royal Bank
Toronto, ON
CANADA
Marissa Mehaffey, CTP
Treasury Analyst ll
AmerisourceBergen
Corporation
West Deptford, NJ
UNITED STATES
Maribel Mendoza, CTP
Treasury Management Sales
Analyst
Wells Fargo
Long Beach, CA
UNITED STATES
Jeremy Mickens, CTP
Treasury Management Sales
Analyst
Wells Fargo
Atlanta, GA
UNITED STATES
Ryan Miles, CTP
Assistant Treasurer
CHC Helicopter
Dallas, TX
UNITED STATES
Patrick Miley, CTP
Internal Wholesaler
Federated Investors
Pittsburgh, PA
UNITED STATES

Cynthia MacGeagh, CTP
First VP
SunTrust
Charlotte, NC
UNITED STATES

Daryl Miller, CTP
Treasury Sales Officer III
Synovus Bank
Douglasville, GA
UNITED STATES

Craig MacNaughton, CTP
Vice President
BMO Harris Bank N.A.
Wausau, WI
UNITED STATES

Gaojian Min, CTP
Treasury Manager
Toronto Dominion Bank Group
Burlington, ON
CANADA

Tajelkhatim Mahdi, CTP
Dubai Islamic Bank
Dubai
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Azam Mistry, CTP
Consultant
Experis
Stamford, CT
UNITED STATES

Kelly Malueg, CTP
Senior Treasury Analyst
Turnberry
Miami, FL
UNITED STATES
Tanya Manwaring, CTP
Treasury Sales Associate
Mercantile Bank of Michigan
Grand Rapids, MI
UNITED STATES

Jeff Modell, CTP
Head of Accounting
Einsidler Management, Inc.
Melville, NY
UNITED STATES
Peter Moirano, CTP
Global Solution Sales
Citi Corp
Chicago, IL
UNITED STATES

Bo Nabozny, CTP
Senior Treasury & Cash Manager
CBRE, Inc.
Minneapolis, MN
UNITED STATES
Marie Claire Najjar, CTP
Senior Analyst- Treasury &
Finance
ABM Industries
Hillsdale, NJ
UNITED STATES
Aravinda Nerella, CTP
Senior Manager
Ernst & Young LLP
Irving, TX
UNITED STATES
Zi Xuan New, CTP
SINGAPORE
Stanislav Nokhrin, CTP
Marsh & McLennan Companies Inc.
New York, NY
UNITED STATES
Michael Nouri Mesbahi, CTP
Portfolio Risk Manager
Freddie Mac
Great Falls, VA
UNITED STATES
Robert Nussbaum, CTP
Sr Financial Analyst
BCBSSC
Woodstock, GA
UNITED STATES
Jyothi Nuthakki, CTP
Manager
Ernst & Young
Irving, TX
UNITED STATES
Losindilo Nyanduga, CTP
Geneva, GE
SWITZERLAND
Dennis Obendorfer, CTP
Treasury Specialis
Handelsbanken
Schiphol Airport
NETHERLANDS
Vesela Obese-Jecty, CTP
Renningen
GERMANY
Breanna Ocean, CTP
Treasury Analyst
E*trade
Little Ferry, NJ
UNITED STATES

Sean Palman, CTP
Treasury Management Officer
PNC Bank
Berwyn, PA
UNITED STATES
Lawrence Pannell, Jr., CTP
Senior Consultant
Nationwide Insurance
Westerville, OH
UNITED STATES
Roberto Pardo, CTP
Manager - Latin American
Securitization
Houston, TX
UNITED STATES

Guido Petruzzelli, Jr., CTP
Siemens Capital Company, LLC
Lincroft, NJ
UNITED STATES
Conner Pettengill, CTP
Financial Analyst
Partners Group
Denver, CO
UNITED STATES
Anna Pevzner, CTP
Treasury Manager
Cedar Realty Trust, Inc.
Port Washington, NY
UNITED STATES
Kelsey Phillips, CTP
Treasury Solutions Officer
Bank of America Merrill Lynch
Chicago, IL
UNITED STATES
Jamie Pilkington, CTP
Supervisor-Cash Management
Ascent Resources LLC
Oklahoma City, OK
UNITED STATES
Andrew Pinto, CTP
Senior Consultant
Deloitte
Tampa, FL
UNITED STATES

Andrea Parker, CTP
Sr. Portfolio Manager
Synovus Family
Columbus, GA
UNITED STATES

Lok Ho Pong, CTP
Senior Product Manager
Bank Of China (Hong Kong)
Limited
Hong Kong
CHINA

Kevin Pashakarnis, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Donnelley Financial Solutions, Inc.
Oak Lawn, IL
UNITED STATES

Cecilia Poole, CTP
Treasury Manager Sales Analyst
Wells Fargo
Austin, TX
UNITED STATES

Touchcha Patarasaengthai, CTP
Discover Financial Services
Chicago, IL
UNITED STATES

Adrien Popescu, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Chicken Of The Sea-Claim
Redondo Beach, CA
UNITED STATES

Sheldon Patrick, CTP
Assistant Cash Manager
HCA Inc.
Nashville, TN
UNITED STATES
Laurel Peake, CTP
Treasury Specialist
Anadarko Petroleum
Spring, TX
UNITED STATES
Victor Pelaez, CTP
Client Account Manager
JP Morgan Chase
Woodside, NY
UNITED STATES
Carlos Perez, CTP
LATAM Cash Control Director
Marsh & McLennan Companies Inc.
Ciudad de México
MEXICO
Bryon Peterson, CTP
Treasury & Tax Accountant
Lubrication Technologies Inc
Minnetonka, MN
UNITED STATES

Karna Putta, CTP
Assistant Manager Treasury
Dr.Reddys Laboratories Limited
Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh
INDIA
Diane Querubin, CTP
Financial Analyst
METRA
Waukegan, IL
UNITED STATES
Kristina Raffa, CTP
Treasury Cash Manager
Raymond James Financial, Inc.
Saint Petersburg, FL
UNITED STATES
Vishnu Vardhan Raja
Kuppusamy, CTP
Vice President
HSBC
Mississauga, ON
CANADA
Sreenath Rajan, CTP
Cash Manager-India
Cognizant Technology Solutions
India Pvt Ltd
Chennai, Tamil Nadu
INDIA
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Khaled Ramadan, CTP
Assistant Manager
Incolease Company
Cairo
EGYPT

Grant Rosenbaum, CTP
Chief Financial Office
4QTRS Holdings
Brandon, MS
UNITED STATES

Muneshwar Ramlowtan, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Ares Management LLC
Port Chester, NY
UNITED STATES

Kristofer Royer, CTP
Treasury Managment Sales
Western Alliance Bank
Phoenix, AZ
UNITED STATES

Niraj Rana, CTP
Treasury Analyst
CDW Corporation
Bolingbrook, IL
UNITED STATES

Janet Rudderham, CTP
Director of Treasury Services
United States Pharmacopeial
Convention, Inc., The
Arlington, VA
UNITED STATES

Mandeep Randhawa, CTP
Treasurer
Arterra Wines
Mississauga, ON
CANADA
Muhammad Rehman, CTP
Treasury Manager
Dundee Precious Metals Inc.
Markham, ON
CANADA
John Reilly, CTP
VP
Cit Group Inc
Somerset, NJ
UNITED STATES
James Rennes, CTP
Credit Manager
Freedom, WI
UNITED STATES
Michelle Richardson, CTP
VP, Treasury
LoanDepot
Foothill Ranch, CA
UNITED STATES
Teresa Rivera, CTP
Sr Treasury Analyst
Hartford Health Care Corporation
Middletown, CT
UNITED STATES
Lucianne Rivera Gelabert, CTP
Commercial Relationship Officer
Banco Popular
San Juan
PUERTO RICO
Justin Roath, CTP
Treasury Sales Officer
SunTrust
Laurel, MD
UNITED STATES
Bolatito Roberts, CTP
Investment Management
Professional
EDC Fund Management
Lagos
NIGERIA
Jeff Robertson, CTP
VP - Corporate Liquidity
Products
SunTrust
Nashville, TN
UNITED STATES
Irene Robles, CTP
Global Corporate
Treasury Analyst
Wrigley Company
Chicago, IL
UNITED STATES

Vincent Secret, CTP
Treasury & Payment Solutions
Sales
SunTrust
Orlando, FL
UNITED STATES
Payal Sehgal, CTP
Finance Director
Anthem, Inc.
Villa Hills, KY
UNITED STATES

Andrew Smith, CTP
VP
JPMorgan
Charlton
UNITED KINGDOM
Trevor Smolik, CTP
Assistant Cash Manager
CBRE Loan Services
Houston, TX
UNITED STATES

Jack Sernett, CTP
Cash Management Analyst
Vanco Payment Solutions Inc
Waverly, MN
UNITED STATES

Lucinda Snead, CTP
Senior Treasury Operations
Analyst
Smithfield Foods, Inc.
Smithfield, VA
UNITED STATES

Chelsea Ruggiero, CTP
Treasury Analyst
SunTrust
Orlando, FL
UNITED STATES

Alena Sevachko, CTP
VP Treasury
Assured Guaranty Corp
New York, NY
UNITED STATES

Luis Sosa Lopez, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Booz Allen Hamilton
Manassas, VA
UNITED STATES

Martin Rumbold, CTP
Subsidiary Investment Manager
Caterpillar Inc.
Goodfield, IL
UNITED STATES

Denise Shade, CTP
SVP, Group Head Int'l Banking &
Foreign Exchange
KeyBank
Cleveland, OH
UNITED STATES

Andrew Sousa, CTP
Treasury Manager
Pfizer Inc.
White Plains, NY
UNITED STATES

Manizha Ruzieva, CTP
Sr Treasury Analyst
LSC Communications
Chicago, IL
UNITED STATES
Alejandro Salcedo, CTP
Treasury Management Associate
Capital One Bank
New York, NY
UNITED STATES

Todd Shannon, CTP
Director, Finance
Tourism Calgary
Calgary, AB
CANADA
Jeffrey Sharkey, CTP
Bridgeport, MI
UNITED STATES

Mina Sawires, CTP
Financial Manager
Industrial Development Group
Cairo
EGYPT

Kunal Sharma, CTP
Senior Manager
Toyota Marketing and Sales Co
KSA DMCC
Dubai
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Leonard Scales, CTP
Manager, Credit and Collections
Ciner Resources LP
Atlanta, GA
UNITED STATES

Kaitlin Sharpe, CTP
Senior Manager, Global Treasury
International Justice Mission
Washington, DC
UNITED STATES

Artur Schmidt, CTP
Allianz
Wallisellen, ZH
SWITZERLAND

Peter Shepherd, CTP
Senior Vice President
Citizens Commercial Banking
Westfield, NJ
UNITED STATES

Christopher Schonian, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Alorica
Irvine, CA
UNITED STATES
Heather Scott, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Pacific Life Insurance Company
Lakewood, CA
UNITED STATES
Korlin Scott, CTP
Director
Fintrecon
Northfield, OH
UNITED STATES
Jennifer Scully, CTP
Treasury Sales Officer
Bank of America
Troy, MI
UNITED STATES
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Ihab Shihab Eldien, CTP
Institutional Banking & Business
Banking Policies & Procedures
Senior Officer
Commercial International Bank
Cairo
EGYPT
Frederick Shoell, CTP
Cash Accountant
Overstock.com, Inc.
Pleasant Grove, UT
UNITED STATES
Mariame Siby Epse Sanogo, CTP
Newark, DE
UNITED STATES
Fatoumata Sillah, CTP
Operations Specialist
LPL Financial
Rock Hill, SC
UNITED STATES

Robert St. Jean, CTP
Managing Director
J.P. Morgan
New York, NY
UNITED STATES
Joe Steadman, CTP
Senior Treasury Analyst
Waterton Associates L.L.C.
Chicago, IL
UNITED STATES
Duane Steen, CTP
Sr Treasury Analyst
Food Management Partners
Eagan, MN
UNITED STATES
Michael Stelzer, CTP
Aileron Capital Advisors, LLC
New Providence, NJ
UNITED STATES
Brian Stitt, FP&A, CTP
Sr. Consultant
Actualize Consulting
Reston, VA
UNITED STATES

Elizabeth Sumner, CTP
Treasury Management Sales
Consultant
Banner Bank
Spokane, WA
UNITED STATES
Steven Swank, CTP
DVP, Finance
Sears Hometown and Outlet
Stores, Inc.
Crystal Lake, IL
UNITED STATES
Prasad Taki, CTP
Senor Business Analyst
Calypso Technology Inc
Jersey City, NJ
UNITED STATES
Annette Tavares, CTP
Treasury Director
CKE Restaurants, Inc.
Corona, CA
UNITED STATES
Chee Siong Teo, CTP
Senior Treasury Executive
Lg Electronics Inc.
Singapore
SINGAPORE
Lisa Terbrock, CTP
Treasury Specialist
Express Scripts
St Louis, MO
UNITED STATES
Rebecca Terlecki, CTP
Treasury Manager
Dick's Sporting Goods, Inc.
Coraopolis, PA
UNITED STATES
Danielle Terreri, CTP
Treasury Management Sales
Officer
Fifth Third Bank
Cincinnati, OH
UNITED STATES
Chandler Terry, CTP
Treasury Management Sales
Officer
Regions Bank
Dallas, TX
UNITED STATES

Erik Storteboom, CTP
New York, NY
UNITED STATES

Rupal Thaker, CTP
Treasury Specialist II
CKE Restaurants, Inc.
Fullerton, CA
UNITED STATES

Andrew Stroud, CTP
Staff Analyst
Horace Mann
Springfield, IL
UNITED STATES

Satpreet Thind, CTP
Treasury, FP&A Manager
Hercules Capital
Milpitas, CA
UNITED STATES

Michael Strunk, II, CTP
AVP Finance - Controller
Farm Credit Services Of Mid
America
Louisville, KY
UNITED STATES

Brett Thomlinson, CTP
Case Manager
FDIC
Mckinney, TX
UNITED STATES

Nimisha Sugu, CTP
Treasury Manager
Sanofi
Jersey City, NJ
UNITED STATES

Valerie Tipton, CTP
Director of Cash Management
Ruby Tuesday Inc.
Maryville, TN
UNITED STATES
Romans Tjurins, CTP
Senior Risk Manager
Latvijas Gaze
Riga
LATVIA

Laura Toerge, CTP
Regional Treasury Consultant
BB&T
Tampa, FL
UNITED STATES

William Vigliotta, Jr., CTP
Operations Director
Tempus, Inc.
Washington, DC
UNITED STATES

Robert Wick, CTP
Finance Manager
Meritage Homes
Scottsdale, AZ
UNITED STATES

Casey Wright, CTP
Business Service Specialist
First Republic Bank Inc.
Burlingame, CA
UNITED STATES

Melinda Toy, CTP
Director of Treasury Management
New Berlin, WI
UNITED STATES

Megan Visneau-Gray, CTP
Cash Management Specialist Sr
OneMain Financial
Evansville, IN
UNITED STATES

Jamie Wiersma, CTP
Senior Analyst, Global
Financial Risk
World Vision International
Monrovia, CA
UNITED STATES

David Wright, CTP
Manager, Treasury Management
Simon Property Group, Inc.
Indianapolis, IN
UNITED STATES

Raymond Trajano, CTP
International Finance & Treasury
Manager
PMC Group Inc
Mount Laurel, NJ
UNITED STATES

Rachel Volpe, CTP
Team Leader, Treasury Operations
Quicken Loans Inc.
Detroit, MI
UNITED STATES

David Tree, Jr., CTP
Mgr, Mortgage Analytics
Bluegreen Vacations Corp
Sunrise, FL
UNITED STATES

Low William, CTP
Asst. Manager
Singapore
SINGAPORE

James Wyvell, CTP
Senior Director
Land O'Lakes, Inc.
Shoreview, MN
UNITED STATES

Mara Wachholder, CTP
Accounting Manager
Horizon Pharma Inc
Lake Forest, IL
UNITED STATES

Chad Williams, CTP
Business Acquisition Manager
Wells Fargo
Happy Valley, OR
UNITED STATES

Wenxiang Xu, CTP
Treasury Liquidity Analyst
Volkswagen Group of America
Mclean, VA
UNITED STATES

John Tripp, CTP
Director, Treasury Operations
Express Scripts
Saint Louis, MO
UNITED STATES

Lea Wagner, CTP
Sr. Treasury Analyst
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, OH
UNITED STATES

Yongwei Xu, CTP
Oakville, ON
CANADA

Anne Pui Tse, CTP
AVP
Kowloon,
HONG KONG

Renee Walker, CTP
Treasury Sales Officer
Union Bank & Trust
North Chesterfield, VA
UNITED STATES

Nancy Williams, CTP
Vice President Cash
Management Sales
Avidbank
Palo Alto, CA
UNITED STATES

Ann Tsoi, CTP
Treasury FX Manager
ServiceNow, Inc.
San Jose, CA
UNITED STATES
Shumin Tu, CTP
Director of Finance
Administration and Planning
Philadelphia, PA
UNITED STATES

Michelle Walla, CTP
Senior Treasury Analyst
Hewlett Packard
Houston, TX
UNITED STATES
David Walters, CTP
Public Financial Management
Milwaukee, WI
UNITED STATES

Robert Williams, CTP
Assistant Treasurer
Sally Beauty Holdings, Inc.
Denton, TX
UNITED STATES
Drew Wint, CTP
Steelcase Inc.
Grand Rapids, MI
UNITED STATES
Tantip Wisedsuthichai, CTP
Accountant
United Nations Joint Staff
Pension Fund
Long Island City, NY
UNITED STATES

Kaitlyn Tunney, CTP
Treasury Management Officer
PNC
Pittsburgh, PA
UNITED STATES

Jin Wang, CTP
Associate
Blackrock
New York, NY
UNITED STATES

Elaine Urtiaga, CTP
Treasury Management Officer
J.P. Morgan
Suffern, NY
UNITED STATES

Siqin Wang, CTP
Senior
EY
Long Island City, NY
UNITED STATES

Can Varol, CTP
Treasurer
Chemonics International, Inc.
Washington, DC
UNITED STATES

Yeying Wang, CTP
Assistant Treasurer
University of Calgary
Calgary, AB
CANADA

Ted Wong, CTP
Vice President Accounting
Factors Group of Nutritional
Co Inc
Coquitlam, BC
CANADA

Andres Velez, CTP
TSO
SunTrust
Atlanta, GA
UNITED STATES

Jose Webster, CTP
Manager - Solutions Architect
e5 Solutions Group
North Brunswick, NJ
UNITED STATES

Wei Jin Wong, CTP
Manager, Group Financial Risk
DKSH Management Pte Ltd
Singapore
SINGAPORE

Kurt Velo, CTP
Sr Manager
Delta Dental of California
San Francisco, CA
UNITED STATES

Andrew White, CTP
Treasury Management Officer
Alliance Bank of Arizona
Chandler, AZ
UNITED STATES

Arkadiy Vidgop, CTP
Sr. Consultant - Global Treasury
Advisory Services
E & Y INC
Union City, NJ
UNITED STATES

Robert White, CTP
Analyst
BMO Harris
Seattle, WA
UNITED STATES

Richard Woods, Jr., CTP
Financial Instrument & Systems
Analyst
TIAA, FSB
Jacksonville, FL
UNITED STATES

Po-Ming Wong, CTP
Durham, NC
UNITED STATES
Samantha Wong, CTP
Senior Treasury Analyst
New Hyde Park, NY
UNITED STATES

Caitlin Wright, CTP
Manager of Cash and Debt
CraftWorks Restaurants &
Breweries, Inc.
Signal Mountain, TN
UNITED STATES

Yasmine Yamany, CTP
Accountant
Clorox Egypt
Giza
EGYPT
Moseh Yang, CTP
Entergy Corp
Carmel, IN
UNITED STATES
Ken Yap, CTP
Manager, Treasury Operations
Compliance
Manulife Financial
Milton, ON
CANADA
Eli Yaremenko, CTP
Director, Treasury & Capital
Markets
Alliance Data
Plano, TX
UNITED STATES

Kit Yan Yuen, CTP
Senior Treasury and Structured
Products Manager
HSBC
Hong Kong
HONG KONG
Tom Zaman, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Kinepolis Group Sa/Nv
Gent
BELGIUM
Rui Zhang, CTP
Accounting Manager
Total Wine & More
Vienna, VA
UNITED STATES
Yingchun Zhang, CTP
ICBC
San Francisco, CA
UNITED STATES
Stephen David Zosa, CTP
Manager, Corporate Investments
at GE Corporate Treasury
GE Capital
Greenwich, CT
UNITED STATES

CERTIFIED TREASURY
PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATES
(CTPA)
Lucas Harvill, CTPA
Pearland, TX
UNITED STATES
Annie Hertel, CTPA
Student
Baylor University
Waco, TX
UNITED STATES

Rachel Yeargin, CTP
VP, Treasury Operations
Brotherhood Bank & Trust Co
Kansas City, KS
UNITED STATES
Lai Hoi Yee, CTP
Bank Of China (Hong Kong)
Limited
Hong Kong
HONG KONG
Ka Kit Yip, CTP
Product Manager
Bank Of China (Hong Kong)
Limited
Hong Kong
CHINA
Gerard Yu, CTP
Treasury Manager
Blackberry
Kitchener, ON
CANADA
Ying Yuan, CTP
Treasury Manager
ZF (China) Investment Co. Ltd
Shanghai
CHINA
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THE BOTTOM LINE

BOWL GAME
IRA APFEL
It’s time for the AFP annual conference, better known as
AFP 2018. Or, as I call it: Podcast Bowl II.
What’s Podcast Bowl II, you ask? And when was
Podcast Bowl I?
The inaugural Podcast Bowl was held last year at
AFP 2017.
There’s more. Podcast Bowl takes place at the AFP
annual conference. When I am at The Biggest Event

While attendees sit in on educational sessions and
walk the exhibitor floor, Glenn and I will be recording—
not round-the-clock but close.
Now you see why I call it Podcast Bowl. The
pressure is on, the sponsor deserves great service,
and our podcast subscribers demand informative and
fascinating new episodes of AFP Conversations.
Glenn and I are ready. We’ve got our game faces

in Treasury and Finance it’s my job to record the AFP

on. We’ve got lots of coffee. We’ve got a hyperbaric

Conversation podcast that I’ve been hosting every

chamber to keep oxygenated.

week for more than two years now. State Street Global
Advisors is generous enough to sponsor the recording

Okay, we don’t have a hyperbaric chamber; we
couldn’t fit it in the AFP 2018 budget.

of AFP Conversations podcast at AFP 2017 and 2018.

But we will be recording at AFP 2018. And we’d love

Naturally SSGA wants more than just one podcast

to see you. Stop by our booth on the exhibitor floor and

recorded at the AFP annual event. And it’s my job—and
that of my AFP colleague, sound engineer Glenn Douglas,
to exceed our sponsor’s expectations. So we are recording
15 podcasts at AFP 2018 over the course of two days.
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say hello.
And if you can’t attend AFP 2018 don’t worry—we’ll
be rolling out the podcasts soon.
Visit www.AFPonline.org/conversations to listen.

Global Liquidity

A Long-Term Approach to Short-Term Investing

SM

For over 35 years, Invesco has focused on meeting client investment objectives
through a suite of Global Liquidity Products, including:
Domestic money market funds
Global money market funds
• Separately managed accounts
• Ultrashort bond portfolios
• ETFs
•
•

Please contact us at 800 659 1005 or visit our website for more information.
invesco.com/cash
Certain vehicles mentioned are available via affiliates of Invesco Distributors, Inc.
© Invesco Distributors, Inc., 2018

US10655
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Cash has gotten
complicated.
Isn’t it time for
a new view?
Today’s dynamic cash investment landscape
demands market insights, risk analytics and a
global approach.
Building on a foundation of risk management,
we believe BlackRock Global Cash Management
has the consultative expertise, scale and global
capabilities—delivered via industry leading
technology and robust platform—that can help
find a solution for your cash needs.

Have you taken a fresh
look at your Cash?
Learn how the power of BlackRock can help
transform your view.

BlackRock.com/cash

©2018 BlackRock, Inc. All rights reserved. BLACKROCK and BUILD ON BLACKROCK are registered trademarks of BlackRock in the United States and elsewhere.
18252-0919
TLS0918U-598995-1871568

